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THE INDWELLING CHRIST
By H. L. CALHOUN
I believe the · Bible to be miraculously inspired; that
it is infallibly true in its statements of facts; all authoritative in its commands and absolutely trustworthy
as to the fulfillment of its promises. I believe that all
scripture is given by inspiration of God and is profitable
for doctrine. , I believe that holy men of God spoke . as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit. I believe what
Paul said "which things we speak not in the words which
man's wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Spirit
teacheth." I believe what Paul further said "If any man
thinketh himself to be a prophet or spiritual, let him
take knowledge that the things which I write unto you
are the commandments of the Lord Jesus.''
I believe that God has in the world three great divine
institutions: the home, the state and the church. I believe
the home is for the reproduction and rearing of human
beings; that the state is to protect the life, liberty and
happiness of its citizens; that the church i's that institution through which human souls are to be saved and
fitted for the life that lies beyond death. I believe that
the pillar and support of the truth is the church and not
some humanly organized missionary society. I believe
that the manifold wisdom of God ui to be made known
through the church.
I believe that the law of pardon for an alien sinner
is that he must believe on the Lord Jesus Christ with all
his heart; that he must truly repent of all past sins;
that he must confess with his mouth his faith in the
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Lord Jesus Christ; that by the authority of Jesus Christ
he must be baptized into the name of the Father and
of the Son and of the Holy Spirit; that when he has done
these things, then, and not before, he has the promise
that his sins are pardoned or that he is saved. I believe
that such a person, as a Christian, must add to his faith
virtue, and to virtue knowledge, and to knowledge temperance, and to temperance patience, to patience godliness, to godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly
kindness love, and that should he do so, there will be
ministered unto him an abundant
entrance into the
eternal kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
I believe that such a Christian receives the gift of the
Holy Spirit, and that if any man have not the spirit of
Christ, he is none of His, and that possessing that spirit,
he should bear its fruit, which is love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness and temperance, and that against one whose life is filled with
these things God's law has no accusation to bring. I
believe that such a person should reflect in his daily life
and character the teachings of Christ as made known to
us in the beatitudes . I believe that all true science and
sound philosophy and Christian faith are in perfect
harmony, each one perfectly proper in its own sphere,
neither trespassing upon either one of the others and in
no single point conflicting.
The subject of the lecture I am to deliver at this time
is "The Indwelling of Christ."
The text upon which it
is based may be found in Eph. 3 :17. It reads thus:
"That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith."
We are taught in Genesis that in the beginning God
created man in his own image. We are taught in the
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first chapter of John, that in the beginning was the
word and the word was with God and the word was
God, and that all things were made by Him, and that
without Him was not anything made that was made.
And Paul teaches us that God created all things by
Jesus Christ.
These scriptures being true, man was not only created
in the image of God, but in the likeness of Christ, for
the word of God say~ that Christ was the brightness of
the Father's glory, and the express image of His person,
and so much alike were God and Christ that Jesus himself said "He that hath seen Me hath seen the Father."
Then, man was inade in the image of God and in the
likeness of Jesus Christ, and the devil's work in this
world is to destroy from the soul of man this image
of God and likeness of Christ in which man was created.
It is like this. A number of workmen were busy
tearing down a structure and one of them happened to
strike his elbow against the smooth surface of a plastered
wall and brushed away the dirt and dust which had
accumulated there and saw in this place coloring matter
HP. took his
as if there were a picture underneath.
hand and rubbed off a larger space. Seeing there was
a picture there, he took his old handkerchief and rubbed
off a great big place and found there was a most beautiful picture underneath, too pretty, he thought, to be
destroyed.
Knowing where an artist lived, he went
after this man and brought him, and the artist carefully
cleaned away all the dirt and dust and grime and found
a masterpiece, and down ,at the lower right hand corner
were the initials of one of the world's great painters,
and yet all this beautiful picture had been entirely
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covered up, blotted out by the dirt and dust ' that had
accumulated through the ages. Thus it is that Satan
corning into a human life with the trail of his shame and
the soil of sin, seeks to blot out from the life of man that
image of God and of Christ in which he was created.
Man is a three-fold being. He has a body, a mind and
a heart. It is a splendid · thing to · have a good strong, .
healthy body. It is a sad misfortune to have a weak,
crippled body. I went into a community once to assist
in a meeting. The very first day someone said, Brother
Calhoun, hav e you seen uncle, naming a certain man 1
Why , I said, I never h eard of him. Well, he said, you
must be sure to go to see him. So the next afternoon
we went. In a plain, simple room, on a plain, simple
bed, lay 1).. man past middle life, with his limbs all twisted
out of shape by disease. He had not taken a step for
more than twenty years . He could not even feed himself. Almost as helpless · as a baby. That was a sad
cripple. Lying there on a table beside the bed was an ·
old leatherb ack Bible, thumb worn and dirty from use.
And the old man liked to have you turn and read about
that earthly hOil!':I; 1,f onr tabetnac[c being di ssolved, and
then we would hav e a hous e nnt made with hands,
~ternal in the heavens. H,~ I iked ro have you 1·ead of
that body that Paul says we will hav 13after the resurrcctio'n, fashioned like unto the glorious body of Christ ,'
hearing the ima.ge of the heavenly Pather, raised 111
power, incorruptible, which John says can ne,,er .feel·
pain, sickness, nor d eath, and t ea rs of joy ran down the
old man's cheeks as we read that new body which he
~ome day hoped to have as his.
·
But I have seen sadder cripples than that. I went into ·
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.another community once to assist in: a meeting. I went
home for the noon day meal with a brother and his wife.
As we were leaving the table the good woman, old
enough for my mother, said ; Brother Calhoun, ,vould
you like to see my baby? I had seen no child. I had
heard none mentioned and did not know there was any,
but I said to her, "Yes, sister, I would like to see your
baby, if you would like to have me do so.'' And she
said, '' Come with us,'' and hand in hand she and her
husband walked to a door on the other side ·of the room
and opening into another room as large as the one in
which we were sitting, and th ere in a chair beside the
fireplace sat a man as large as I am, and perhaps as old
as I then w:as, a poor drivelling idiot that never had
spoken a sensible word in his life and never would. And
what that poor mother's heart wanted to know was,
whether the preacher thought that when death claimed
her darling, her only baby, would the clouds that came
in across his mind pass away, and would he shine out
and be like others in the sweet by and by. It comforted
her soul when the preacher told her that he believed that
aU'of earth's imperfections 'would be left behind when
we enter that home of the soul that Jesus had gone to
prepare. · Now, this was a sadder cripple than the man
with the crippled body, for a cripple _d mind is worse
than a crippled body .
I have seen worse cases, sadder cripples, than either of
.these. The causes that make my heart ache, that wring
it w.ith bitter sorrow, are those in which Satan has done
his work, and it is the heart cripples, where the hearts
are all ruined, twisted and filthy with sin and the traib
' of ,Satan's shame. I have two boys, both of them taller
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than the father, with minds reasonably bright and bodies
strong, and I had rather have both those boys helpless
cripples until they · could never walk a step; I would
rather have them both drivelling idiots until they could
never speak a sensible word, than to have them with
bodies as strong as Samson's, and mind s as bright as
ever Plato or Aristotle had, and simply stop with that .
To have their hearts all marred and blurred and ruined
by sin is worse than to have a crippled body and a
· crippled mind .
Now, the work of Chri st is to destroy the works of the
devil. He said, "I am come to destroy the works of the
devil.''
Perhaps some of you have seen Leonardo
Devinci 's great picture "The Last Supper," representing Jesus and the twelve in that upper room that night
before his crucifixion, when he instituted the Lord's
Supper . D~ you know it is true history? It takes years
to paint a great picture. They cannot be produced in an
hour, or a week, or a month, or a year even. Devinci
worked upon this picture more than twelve years, and
when he first began, naturally Jesus' figure and fa ce
was the central one. All the others were grouped about
that. When he came to paint the face of Jesus he was
unwilling to trust, great as was his genius, his natural
powers to prod~ce a face strong enough and spl endid
enough to represent th e fa ce of Jesus, th e world's Savior,
and he said, "I am going out into this great city and
find a young man, ab-out 30 years of age, with a pure
enough and noble enough face to represent the face of
Jesus. I am going to arrange with him to let me copy
his face upon this canvas." After a long search, one day
he found him, a singer in one of the great churches of
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the city. As soon as he saw his face he said, "That is
the face I want."
After the service he arranged with
the young man to come to his studio and let him copy
his face on the canvas to represent the face of Jesus.
Would not you think that an honor, to have a face pure
enough and noble enough to represent the face of Jesus
Christ! Years passed, ten years and more, and now the
great picture is finished, all but one face, and that's the
fac e of Judas, the traitor, and again the artist felt unwilling to trust to his native powers to produce a face
dark enough and sin cursed to represent the face of
Judas, who sold his Master for a few pieces of silver, and
again Devinci said "I am going out into this city and
hunt for a face where sin has done its work; where the
devil has blotted out the image of God, and I am going
to copy that face on this canvas to represent the face
of Judas."
One day in one of the lowest dives in the
city he found a man and the minute he saw him he said
"That is the face I want."
He approached the fellow
and said, '' I want to hire you.''
The man answered,
"What will you give1" Never asked what he wanted him
fo do. He would do anything for money. Devinci named
a small sum and the man said, '' Lead on, I will follow.''
Out from that low, filthy dive they came, into a more
decent street, and by and by they walked into the studio
where the great picture had stood more than a dozen
years on the easel, in the same room, and when the man,
following Devinci, walked into the room he looked
around with a startled glare at the picture, and said,
'' Oh, my God, I can't do that. I can't do that.'' Devinci
s·aid, "Can't what1" "Oh," he said, "I know what you
want. You want to paint my face on that picture to rep-
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resent the face of Judas . My God, man, I can't do that : "
Devinci stepped to the door, closed it, locked it, took the
key out and put it in his pocke t and said to the trembling
wretch, "You can, you shall, you must."
The man
pointed with trembling hands and said, "There's my
face painted as the face of Jesus."
He said, "Twelve .
years ago I sat here in this very room. You copied my
face on that canvas to represent the face of Jesus, and
now ·you want it to r epresent the face of Judas."
An.d
Devinci copied that face. That is why that picture is .
It
today considered one of the world's masterpieces.
~hows what sin can do . That is not · a made up story.
That is true as the word of God. Sin can take a face
pure enough and noble enough to represent the face of
Jesus and so blot out from it the image of God as to
make it fit to represent Judas the traitor.
Now, since Je sus came to destroy the works of the
devil, he wants to come into our hearts "that Christ may
dwell in you r heart by faith.'' Why 1 He wants to restore to the soul of man that lost image of God, in which
man was created. He wants to wash away with his own
precious blood the ,s tain of sin, the soil of shame, and
restore to the human heart and life that image of God
in which man was made.
Is it true, as our text says, that Christ dwells in the
heart of a Ch;ristian, '' that Christ may dwell in your
hearts 1" The word "dwell" means "to live, to make
his abode, to stay permanently, not just to visit." Do
the Scriptures teach that Jesus dwells in a Christian's
heart? Listen, Rev. 3 :20, Jesus speaking, "I stand at
the door and knock. If any man will hear my voice and
open the door I will come in." John 14 :23 : "If any ·
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nian serve me, him will m.y Father honor a1id both my
Father and I will come unto him.'' In John 17 :23, 'J esi.ls
said, speaking of his followers, "I in thee and thou in
me.'' Gal. 2 :20, Paul says, '' Christ liveth in me,'' .and
Christ is no more expected to live in Paul than fie is to
live in every Christian.
2 Cor. 13 :5, speaking to all Christians, '' Examine
yourselves, whether you be in the faith, prove your own
selves. Know ye not that Jesus Christ is in you, except
you be reprobates."
Repr.ibates simply means sinners,
outcasts, those not Christians.
This verse says Jesus
Christ is in every Christian. Rom. 8 :10: '' If Christ be
in you.''
Gal. 4 !19, Paul says, "My little children of whom I
travel in birth again until Christ be formed in you."
And these are not the half of the Scriptures which teach
that Christ dwells in a Christian. · So, if I am a child
of God, if you are one, Christ is dwelling, living in us.
But someone says, '' How can this be? How can Christ
live in a Christian? How can he live in me?" Our text
says "that Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith,"
and God's word teaches that
this faith comes by hearing
, ..:,
the word of God (Rom.10:17).
So, this Christ who dwells in us by faith is one concerning whom we learn from God's word and is indwelling in no mysterious, uncertain way. It is the ·Christ
formed in our souls by faith as ·we learn of Him through
the teachings of God's holy word, made known through
his Holy Spirit. Jesus said, '' Come learn of me.'' Paul
says, "Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly ·in
all wisdom.''
He says further, '' we all with open face
beholding as in a mirror the glory of · the Lord, are

12
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changed into the same imag1\" and this Christ who
dwells in us is not a cold intellectual conception simply,
not the mere belief of a fact or facts concerning Him,
that He once lived and walked about the Sea of Galilee '
and over the hills of Judea, but the Christ that dwells in
our hearts by faith . This faith must be made perfect by
efforts, for by works is faith made perfect, and it is a
living Christ in harmony with Paul's teachings (Rom.
16 :26), when he teaches that this gospel of Christ is
made known for the obediense of faith. So, it is a Christ
dwelling in us, embodied in a life of obedience, filled
with such deeds of love and kindness and courtesy as
Christ himself performed.
Oliver Wend.ell Holmes said that when two boys,
James and John, meet on the street there are six persons
present. How could this be 1 Well, there is first, John
as John sees himself. That is John's John. Then there
is John as James sees him. Sometimes James' John is
a very different John from John's John, and then there
is the John that God sees, and that is the real John,
often quite different fro_m either of the other two, and,
of course there are as many James' present as there are
Johns'.
So, the Christ that dwells in us must not be
Christ formed in us, a Christ as God sees Him, God's
simply my Christ, nor your Christ, but God's Christ, a
Christ dwelling in us .
But someone says, ''Can't you make it plainer than
that?''
I will try. Phil. 2 :5 : '' Let this mind be in you
which was also in Christ Jesus."
With the mind we
think and feel and purpose, and if Christ's mind is to be
in us, then we must think and feel and purpose like
Christ. Rom. 8 :9: "If any man have not the spirit of
.
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Christ he is none of His." My spirit must be just like
the spirit of Christ, so much so that I can say the spirit
of Christ is in me.
Some years ago a missionary from China sat at my
breakfast table and told my children this story. He
said one morning he and his wife were sitting at their
breakfast table and they heard a little baby crying.
Sounded like it was just out the window on the street,
and the wife ran to the window, and sure enough, there
lay a little girl baby out in the street, thrown away by
its heathen mother, because little girl babies are not
valuable in China where Jesus is not known. The missionary's wife ran out and picked the little one up. It
did not seem to be hurt. She brought it in and cared for
it. She had a little baby of her own, almost the same
age . She divided the food that God gave for her own •
baby with the little heathen baby. Other mothers of
the community were interested and helped and the
little baby lived and grew, and may we trace now and
see how Christ came to dwell in this little heathen baby's
heart? It was not long until it was a great big, healthy,
growing baby girl, and the missionary and his wife
taught it, as they did ~eir own little baby, the story
of the babe of Bethlehem, and how the angels were
sent that night when He was born, and how the wise
men, guided by the star, came bringing their gifts of
gold, frankincense and myrrh, and how they worshipped
Him, and little by little as the child grew, it became
familiar with the story of Jesus. It was learning and
Christ was being formed in its mind until it could see
Jesus, who Jesus was and just how Jesus thought and
jnst how Uesus felt and just how Jesus purposed, and
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, just · how Jesus acted. Years passed by and the image
of Christ in the soul of the child grew stronger, and it
saw more clearly, and by and by it was sent to America
and put in a girl's school where Christ was loved and
honored, and ·it learned more and more of him. Finally
· a preacher eame to hold a meeting in the town and the
girls from the school attended the meeting . More and
more the little girl had learned, but now she is a great
. big girl. More and more she had learned of Jesus until
one night at the close of the sermon, when the invitation
· ,v-as extended, that girl walked down to confess her faith
in Christ and crown him king in her heart and her life ..
. Jesus had come into her heart, by faith, and had taken
control, and so it is that Jesus must come into your heart
and life and mine. We learn about him. We see the
• patience and sweetness of his character and make that
· our own.
We are told in 2 Peter 1 :4: '' Whereby are given unto
: us exceeding great and precious promises that by these
. we might be partakers of the divine nature.'' Partakers
. of the divine nature means sharers in that divine nature
and the divine nature is the Christ nature. So, we must
. nave Christ's mind in us, Christ's spirit in us, Christ's
· nature in us, not theoretically simply. 1 Peter 2 :21,
Christ left us an example that we should follow in his
steps. 1 John 2 :24: "He that sayeth I know Him ought ·
: also to walk even as he walked."
So, the Christ that
dwells in you and ii:i me must ·be the living Chrjst, until
· our thoughts and feelings and purposes and words and
deeds, our nature; our very life is a reproduction of His,
. and that is in harmony with modern teaching on the
· subject of Christianity.
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What do the best modern writers tell us Christianity
.i.s? The reproduction of the life of Christ in the humari
life . That is what it means to .be a Christian.
Someone says, "How can this be?" An old colored
man was sitting in his cabin one day reading the Bible,
as he sat by the fire .. A white man came along by ~he
cabin door and said, "What are you doing, uncle?" He
said, "I am reading the Bihle."
Th e white man said, .
''I don't read the Bil;>le. I don't believe the Bible is
true . It has contradictions in it." He said, "You read
your Bibl e, . can you explain this to me 1'' He thought he
would trouble the old colored man. ''Doesn't that Bible
tell you that Ch.rist dw ells in you. Doesn't your Bible
say you a~e in Christ, 'if any man be in Chr.ist he is a
He said
riew character 1' " He said, "Yes, it do."
again, "Can you explain to me how you can be in Christ
and ·Christ in you at the same time? Isn't that a con~
· tradiction?"
The old colored man says, "Boss, d(?n't
know if I can explain it so you can see it or not, but
I '11 try."
He took up the long poker some four feet
long, mad e of iron , from the corner of the fireplace. He
put one end in the fire where the logs were burning, and
sat still until the end of the poker that was in the fire
became red hot, and then taking hold of the other end
of the poker, he lifted it up and says, "Boss, you see
that, now, the fire's in the poker and the poker's in the .
fire,'' and it was. Just so it must be with the nature and
mind and spirit of Christ. All through you and me, i:q
our hearts and in our lives must be such :feelings, such
purposes, such. words and such deeds as Jesus had, and :
it is in this way, not in some myfi!tflrious incomprehensi~
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ble manner, but in this way that Christ is to dwell in our
hearts by faith.
And then the question : Why does Christ want to dwell
in our hearts 1 Following our text is this language :
'' That Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith, that you
may be able to know what is the breadth and length and
depth and height of the love of Christ."
Oh, how narrow and short and shallow and low are the idea& that
some have of what it mean s to be a Christian. It goes
but little farther with some than to say perhaps twentyfive years ago I was baptized, no change in the life.
Standing that person up by the side of a man outside of
the church, you would not be able to detect enough difference to tell which was the Christian and which not..
Is that all it means to be a Christian, simply that somebody baptized you years ago? Or , is your life Christ
like, so that people who see you can see Christ in you
and would recognize you and me as they did Jesus'
disciples of old, that they had been with J e~ms.
But that is not all. Not only that we may know what
is the breadth and length and height and depth of the
love of Christ, but the next verse says "that we may be
filled with all the fullness of God.'' How empty the lives
of some people are. You could dig down into the hearts
of some men and you wouldn't find anything there but
a little office, a little worldly bu siness engrossing all their
powers and thoughts. Business and affairs that will pass
away · in a few years and be as if they never had been,
and yet a human soul with infinite powers and eternal
existence will satisfy itself upon these enipty things. Dig
down into the hearts of some women and you will find
nothing there but the latest style · of dress and hat, or
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•
the latest forms of polite society, how to have an entertainment up-to-date.
"That Christ may dwell in your
hearts that you may be filled with all the fullness of
God.''
A young man was studying to be an artist, a painter.
He studied for years under an old teacher, and then
set up a studio of his own. He had dreamed dreams,
as all artists do, that some day he would paint a masterpiece, and after working several years in his own studio
he said, 'The time has come when I must paint my picture.''
And so, when canvas had been stretched, palette
and paint ready, he began the outlines of wliat he
hoped would be a masterpiece . One day he was out of
the studio, leaving brush and paint and picture just
begun. While he was gone the old teacher who had
known his heart and mind and aspirations all through
the years, came in, studied that outline for a little while,
and then dipping the brush into the fresh paint, in big
rough letters, entirely across the face of the picture he
wrote a-m,-p-1-i-u-s, amplius, the Latin word that means
"wider."
Laying down his brush he went his way.
Soon the young artist came in and at once saw the
picture with the rough letters across its face, and said,
''Who dared spoil my picture like that,'' and then he
looked carefully and said, '' Oh, the master has been here,
the teacher, it must have been he," and then he spelled
ouf those letters a-m-p-1-i-u-s, wider. What did he mean?
Can he mean that my picture is too , narrow and too
cramped ,in this perspective, that I need a wider view?
He must have meant that, and so the young artist
µainted over that outline as artists know how to do, and
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began his picture anew, with a wider view , and he did
paint one of the world's masterpieces.
We are all painters, painting not on canvas that will
some day crumble back to dust lik e that artist was
painting on, but painting on the enduring canvas of
the human soul, our own soul's picture of Jesus Christ,
the most beautiful picture of whi ch the human soul can
conceive, and I wonder if our teacher, who is J esu s himself , as he lo oks upon our work, would not, in many instances, say '' Amplius, '' wider.
Our conceptio ns of
Je sus and what it means to be a Christian are so narro,v, so short, so low, so sha ll ow, so cramped, not filled
with all the fulln ess and blessings of God .
That is ,vhy Jesus wants to come into and dwell in
eve ry Chri stian's heart.
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A MUCH NEGLECTED COMMAND

By H. L. CALHOUN
Th,e subject which I am to discuss this evening is, "A
Much Neglected Command."
I think I may say without
fear of contradiction, that no one ever heard a member
of the church of Christ say that any command which
God ever gave is non-essential.
We do not believe that
God wasted his time in giving non-essential commands.
We believe that every command coming from him is
essentia l, and that knowingly and willingly to neglect
any one, when it can be reasonably performed, is to -sin
against God and our ow11 souls. You often hear our
preachers quote such scriptures as these: "Blessed are
they that do his commandments.''
'' Th is is the love
of God that we keep his commandments."
"He that
hath my commandments and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth me.'' and, '' If a man love me he will keep my
words.''
'' Fear God and keep his commandments, for ·
this is the whole duty of man.'' '' Why call ye me Lord,
Lord and do not the things ·which I say?" "Ye are my
friends if ye do whatsoever I command you." "Whosoever heareth these sayings of mine and doeth them is
like a wise man who built his house upon the rock.''
"Not everyone that sayeth unto me Lord, Lord, shall
enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the
will of my Father who is in heaven" and "Whosoever
shall break one of these least commandments and shall
teach men so, the same shall be called the least in the
kingdom of heaven."
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Now, some of God's commands pertain to external
forms and rites and ceremonies, and we can see people
when they obey them. Speaking of the Lord's Supper,
Jesus said, '' Do this in remembrance of me. '' You can
see one when he eats the bread, or when he drinks the
fruit of the vine. Jesus said, '' Go ye therefore, and
teach all nations, baptizing them."
You can see one
when he is baptized, but not all of God's commands are
like this. Some p er tain to internal states and conditions of the heart. God can see when such commands
are obeyed, but no other human being than the person
doing the command can know when he is fulfilling them.
For example, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart."
"Thou shalt love thy n eighbor as thyself.'' '' Thou shalt not covet . '' These commands have
to do with states and conditions of the heart and are
not expressed in formal rites and ceremonies.
Some
people have been ready to charge us with paying more
attention to those commands that have to do with outward forms and ceremonies than we do to those which
relate to the internal states and conditions of the heart .
In other words, they charge us with formalism, saying
that we are like those people of whom Jesus spoke when
he said to them, "You make clean the outside of the
cup and the platter, but within they are full of uncleanness." They say we are like those people ·whom Paul
mentioned ·who had a form of godliness, without the
power . I am not in clined to admit that my bTethren are
any more guilty along this line than other religious people. I believe that with one voice we would all say that
soundness in the faith requires just as strict obedience
to the commands that have to do with the internal states
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and conditions of the heart as to those which pertain to
the outward forms and ceremonies.
"For if any man
have not the spirit of Christ he is none of His.''
And
certainly the spirit of Christ would not lead any man
to neglect any of God's commands.
But while this is true, I believe there is one command
which is very much neglected by many good people, even
among our own br ethren.
Hence, I have chosen to
speak on the subject stated above-" A Much Neglected
Command.''
And the text upon which this lecture is
based may be found in Phil. 4 :6, and in the King James'
version, it re ads, "Be careful for nothing, but m everything by pray er and supplication, with thanksgiving, let
your requests be made known unto God." The American
revised version r ead s it as follows: "In nothing be anxious , but in everything by pra y er and · supplication with
thanksgiving
let your requests be made known unto
God . '' Put in th e plain simple language of everyday
life as men would speak it on the street, it says, "Worry
about nothin g, but in everything, by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving,
let your requests be made
unto God .'' Do you know any people who worry? who
fret? who are anxious? who are care worn? who go about
with nervous tension, fearful of what may happen, almost expecting something terrible every hour?
No,
don't think of your wife, or your husband, or your
neighbor.
Begin with yourself . How is it with you 1
Do you ·worry ? Are you anxious? Are you careful? No
plainer command can be found upon the page of God's
word than that whi ch says , "Be careful for nothing. In
nothing be anxious."
Watch the faces that you meet on
the street. See that wrinkled brow, that set mouth, that
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determined expression in the eye, and you will need no
further evid ence that ther e are people who neglect
this plain command, and yet, Phil. 4 :6 is not the only
pla ce where Christians are tau ght not to be anxious, not
to be ca r efu l for anyt hin g, n ot to ·worry.
· 1 P ete r 5 :7, Peter says, "Casting all your care upon
Him .'' Th is also, lik e Phil. 4 :6, sweeps the field and
leaves nothing abo ut ·which to be careful. David spoke
thus: '' Cast thy burden on the Lord,'' which mean ~
what Paul and Peter meant, and J esus in Luke 12 :22
says, "Be not anxious for your life, what you shall eat
and drink."
Do you know any people who worry over
what they are expect in g t o eat or drink, esp ecially when
they are lookin g for company for dinner?
Have you
ever known even good Christian women to be so worried
and fretted and anxio u s over t he food th ey were going to
h ave when gu ests ·were to be present that they could not
enjoy the mea l even ·when it came. Yet J esus said, "The
life is more than the food,'' and there are certainly
much more important things to consider than simply
what we eat, for J esus said, "Man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God."
In Matt. 6 :25 J esus said, "Be not
anx iou s for your bod y, ·what you shall put on, for the
life is more than the raime nt."
Did you ever know
anyone to worry abo ut the kind of suit or dress, or hat
that be or sh e was to wear 1 Did you ever know anyone
to be all upset an d di stressed beca us e the tailor did not
send the suit, or the milliner did not send the hat at the
exact time p r omised 1 Did you eve r know people to
stay away even from the Lord's table and the hou st>
of worship, ju st because they did not have clothing
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exactly · to suit their fastidious ta ste? J esus does not
want his followers to be anxious, care-worn, distressed.
Remember how he said to his disciples just before he
left this world, "Let not your hearts be troubled.
Ye
believe in God, believe also in me." Jesus does not want
his followers to go about with anxious hearts, with care worn brains, with distr essed ni"inds. R eme mber that he
said, "Peace I leave with you. My peace I give unto
you.''
Do not make a mistake.
This lecture is not
against work, but worr y. Work does not hurt people.
It is worry that kill s. Like many other preachers · I
have preached numerous funerals.
Sometimes I have
heard it said on a funeral occasion, "Poor man , poor
woman, they worked th emselves to death . " I do not"
believe it. I have thought sometimes that I would like
to preach just one funeral sermon where the person
worked himself to death, but do not believe that I havn
ever done so.
Work does not · hurt. Cross bearing does not kill. It
is the worry that brings so many people up to death.
Worry is like rust, both useless and harmful.
Buy a
.spade and undertake to wear it out by work and you will
find that it lasts a long time. Th e more you use · it, the
lYrighter it keeps, and the longer it lasts. Let it lie
around in the rain and get rusty and the rust will soon
eat it up. So it is with human beings. Work brightens,
strengthens and makes more efficient. Worry kills. ·
When a boy on the olri farm in H enry County, 'rennessee, I learned a lesson along this line from a team of
horses, which my father owned. One was a quiet b11y
that always kept her end of th e double tre e a littl e
ahead , pulling more than her share of the load. The
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other was a fiery black that was constantly champing
his bit, stamping up and down, springing forward and
flying back, fretting constantly. I have seen this bla ck
horse covered in foam from head to foot, sweating all
over, while the qui et bay by his side was not even wet
under the collar, and yet she wa s doing more work than
the black horse by her side. It is worry that kills, but
not work.
There are p eopl e who perhaps could sympathize with
the young husband who had been married a little more
than a year, who said, "When I first married I thought
my wife was so sweet that I felt like I could eat her
up, but after I had been marri ed about a year, I wished
to the Lord I had eaten her up, for she fretted and
worried and whined until neither she nor I nor anyone
else about us could he happy . '' I believe it is as much
a sin against God and one's self to worry and fret and
be anxious as it is to st eal or lie or take God's name
in vain. Christian people should not be guilty of this
sin.
But I imagine someone is ready to say, But how can
you help it when so many things go wrong and it seems
sometimes as if everything is wrong. How can you help
worrying? They say it is easy enough for you to stand
there and say, "Don't worry, that it is a sin to worry."
You can say that in your lecture very easily, but it is
easier to say it than it is to do it. How can you keep
from worrying?
That i~ a good question and the very
one that I want to answer next. Worry, like all other
things, has a cause, and the only way to prevent the
effect is to remove the cause. I have many good friends
among doctors. I like to cultivate the friend'>hip of
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doctors. They are usually intelligent men. They make
pleasant friends.
They can talk to you about many
things which you will :(ind helpful.
I care not what
school of medicine a man may endorse, whether he be
Allopath, Eclectic, Homeopath, Osteopath or Chiropractor, they all practice upon the same principle.
Whatever may be the disease, remove the cause, and nature,
with perhaps a little assistance from medicine or treatment, will soon cure the disease.
This same principle is true in regard to worry. To
cure the disease we must remove the cause. W!iat is the
cause of worry 1 May I answer that question qmte
plainly, and then show by the word of God that the
answer which I have given is correct?
The caus.:! of
worry is want of faith in God. No one who believes in
God as he ought can worry. "Trust in the Lord with
all thine heart and lean not upon thine own understanding.'' ''We know that all things work together for good
to those who love God." If you believe that all things
are working for your good, you cannot worry. Imagine
a case . . Go down the street and meet that man who has
a bad case of the blues , anxious , fretting, care-worn,
stop him and ask the question, What is it friend 1 "Why ·
are you so blue, so anxious, so worried?
Would he
answer, "All things are working together for my good
and I have the blues about it?" No, he does not belie,·c
it. You cannot worry if you believe everything is working for your good. Did Jesus mean it when he said,
"Except you be converted and become as little children,
you cannot enter the kingdom of heaven?''
Did hr. mean
that unless we became trustful and care-free like little
children, that we could not enjoy a place in that kingdom
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of peace which he came to estahlish? Go into the poorest
horiie that you can find in this state, a little one-room
cabin, almost destitute of furniture, none of the comforts
and luxuries of life there, see that little child playing
about the floor, watch its smiling face, care-free brow.
Why? Maybe father and mother do not know where the
next day's food will come from, but the little child's
trust does not fail. Trusting its father and mother, it
plays happily and sweetly all the day through, knowing
that kind fath erly care and love will provide for its
every need. I sometimes think that perhaps the saddest
sight our loving heavenly Father has to look down on is
some of his children with anxiotts hearts, care-worn
brows , full of distres s, simply because they do not truc;t
_him as he asks. Will not our heavenly Father provide
for his childr en ? Did he not say, '' Seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and all these things
shall be added unto you?''
'' A11 things work together
for good to those who love me. ·"
But someone says, "How can God make all things
work together for good to all his children everywhere?"
Look at the millions in our own country, the millions in
South America, the hundreds of millions in the continents
across the sea, and how can God make all things work
together for good to all these people everywhere 7
Friend, you will never get the peace, nor the rest that
the loving heavenly Father gives his children when they
trust him, so long as you doubt God's ability to keep
his promise. Did you ever try to sleep on a bed when
you expected it to break down with you every minute?
I never did but one night, and I do not care to repeat
the experience. A young 'man friend and myself we1;e
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on our way to New Orleans. We reached a railway
crossing one night about 10 :00 o'clock where we had to
change trains.
Our train was late and we found that
the train which we had expected to take had already
gone and there was no other train going our way till
10 :00 o'clock the next day. We inquired for a plare
where we could spend the night.
The agent pointed
to a little hotel across the track and said we could get
a room there . Vve told the proprietor that he need not
build a fire, ·we were going to bed at once, and we had a
race to see which one would blow out the lamp. vVe
were both young, active and each weighed about 180
It
pounds. We struck the bed at the same minute.
would not stand the strain. It went down with a crash,
all except one old slat that was screwed on. We
could not sleep in a bed with one slat up and all the
others down. so we got up and carefull y as we could with
the chairs in the room and a box or two that we found
in the wardrobe we propped it up and then got in just
as easy as we could, and I lay there all night expecting
that bed to drop any mjnute . I got up so tired that I
could hardly walk, and yet ther e are p eople claiming to
be Christians who sometimes talk about r esting in the
everlasting arms that would not be surpris ed if the
Father would let them drop any minute. The fact is,
they are expecting something awful to happen all the .
time. And then they wonder why they are not happy.
How different was the attitude toward life of that
grand old hero Paul, who said, "I know whom I have
believed, and I am persuaded that he will keep that
which I have committed unto him." But someone says,
"I know God could take care of us, but in this old world
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every fellow has to paddle his own canoe . Every one
must hoe his own row, and if things do not go right, it
is our fault, and we simply have to grin and bear it,
·and you cannot expect God to make everything go your
way. If you want a thfog done you have to do it yourself, for God is not willing to do everything for you.
Yiou have to learn to look out for number one.'' Friend,
you will nev er get any r est as long as you doubt God's
willingness to take care of you-as
long as you disbelieve what Jesus said, "Without me you can do nothing."
"Come to me and I will give you rest."
No,
you cannot ho e your own row. You cannot paddle your
own canoe. You cannot look out for number one. You
cannot grin and bear it very long without the help of
Jesus.
We should not doubt hi s willingness when he says,
'' Come to me all ye that labor an~ are heavy laden and
I will give you rest.''
There are many foreigners in this country and the
poor f ellows, when they first reach America, sometimes
have a hard row to hoe, sometimes find it difficult to
get a start. Many of them learn to speak our lan~uage,
to count our money, and transact business in ou·r ways,
heginning as pack peddlers.
One day in Ohio a young
farmer with a splendid team and a new wagon was
· returning home after having delivered a load of wheat
at the elevator in the town. It was harvest time. He
drove into the end of a long lane, hot and dusty. Looking on ahead he saw a pack peddler making for the
country, his body bowed beneath his heavy load, trudging slowly along. The young farmer was kind h earted,
and as he saw that man, he said, "Poor fellow, he has
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a heavy load. I believe I will give him a lift.''
As he
drove alongside he stopped his team and said, ''Would
you not like to have a rid e, my friend ¥'' The peddler
said, "Yes sir, if you please," and the farmer said,
'' Climb in,'' and the peddler climbed over the hind gate
and sat down on the wagon bed floor, and the farmer
drove on for about a hundred yards and looked back
and saw that the peddler still had his pack on his back.
Thinking perhaps that he had not had time to unstrap
it and lay it down, he drove on for another hundred
yards. Looking back he saw the pack still on the peddler's back, and then with a smile, he said, "Why do
you not lay that pack down and take a rest?"
The
poor fellow, looking up, said, "Please sir, I did not know
whether you were willing to haul me and my pack
both or not.'' You smile at this poor fellow's ignorance
because he did not know that it would make the load no
heavier for him to la y his pack do,vn and take a rest, and
yet some of you will, perhaps, go out of this house, and
act in a manner just as silly. You think you have to
bear your own burden; you have to paddle your own
canoe; you have to hoe your own row, and when J·esus
invites you t olaw down your burdens, to cast all your
care on him, you do not know whether he is willing
to carry both you and your burdens. Poor soul, do you
not know that if you are God's child, he already has you
and all of your burdens in his arms, and it would not
make his load any heavi er for you to lay that burden
down and take the rest that ,Jhe is so willing to give. I
verily believe that there are many good people today
who need more than they need anything else, just to
cast th eir care on Jesus and take a good old-fashioned
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r~st. The everlasting arm s of God are around about hi s
children, and it d oes not increase his burdens any for
us to cast all our cares on hi m.
But someone says, "'l'hat is easy eno ugh for you to
stand up there and say, urg e p eopl e n ot to worry, but
suppose somebody ha s been slandering
yo u, saying
things about you which are not true, bla ck ening y our
character, and taking from you your good nam e, do you
not remember what Shakespeare said-'He
who steals
my pur se steals trash , but h e who filch es from me my
'good name t akes from me that which him enriches not
but makes me poor, ind eed,' and you stand there and
say, 'Now just let him talk , let him say what he will,
and do not worry about it at all.' It is easy enough
to say that, but how can you do it when your very name
and reputation are being bla ckened?"
Let us hear what J esus says. I hav e no rule of my
own to give. I would simpl y ca ll yo ur attention to a
case exactly like !!ie one you hav e d escribed, asking
you to liaten to wh at J esus say s do. Matt. 5 :11, 12:
Blessed are ye when men shall r evile you and persecut e
y ou and say all mann er of evil against you falsely.''
Revil e is to talk u gly about yo u . Persecute is to act
unkindly toward . To sa;r..,all mann er of evil against on e
falsely is fo slan de r in the vilest vvay. What do es Jesus
say do ? Pay him back in his own coin? Shoot him on
sight ? Give him as _good as he sent 1 That sounds lik e
Texas or Tenne ssee , but does not sound like Jesus, for
he says, "Rejoi ce and be exc eeding glad, for great is
your reward in hea ven.' ' And Jesu s pra cticed what he
preached.
Do you rem ember how, when he had been
condemned to be cru cified , th ey stripped him of hi s own
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simple garments and dressed him in the mock robes of
a king; that they plaited a crown of thorns and pressed
it on his brow; that they placed a stick in his hand RS
a mock sceptre; that they seated him on a rude stone
as a throne and then mocked him. They spat in his
face; they slapped him with the palms of their hands;
they buffetted him, which means they struck him in the
face with their fists. They took the rude sceptre out of
his hand and beat him over the head with it, and then
mockingly bowed the knee before him and said, Hail,
King of the Jews, and when they had vented their spite
they clad him in his own simple garments, laid on him
the cross beam and made him bear it out toward the
place of crucifixion till he fell beneath its weight, and
Simon of Cyrene had to help him carry it on, and when
they had nailed him to the cross and lifted his body up
between the heavens and the earth they laughed at him
and jeered him, even in his dying hour, and Jesus did
not rail at them, or pronounce a curse upon them, but
looking down upon them and then up into the loving
face of the heavenly Father, he prayed, "Father, forgive
them, for they know not what they do." And yet you
and I sometimes say that we cannot bear the taunts and
jeers and slander of human tongues, when Jesus said,
"It is enough for the servant to be as his master, and
the disciple as his teacher, or Lord.''
And you think
that you ought to be treated better than Jesus, and that
when men speak evil of you and revile you, that you
should pay them back in their own coin, and that you:
could not stand to have your name traduced and your
heart bruised in a manner similar · to that which he endured! But, you say, well, I might stand for people fo
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talk ahout me and say ugly things about me, but take
a case like this. You have had business dealings with
a man and he has acted dishonestly, and virtually robbed
me of all that I had and he and his are living in ease
and luxury off of that which justly belongs to me and
mine, and you say, Just go on, do not worry about it,
do not be anxious, just keep sweet. What would you do
in a case like that 1
I have no rule of my own. I can find you upon the
page of God's word a worse case than that and show
you ,~hat God says do. There was a man, the richest in
all the country where he lived. He had 7,000 sheep ,
3,000 camels, 500. yoke of oxen, 500 she asses, a great
household i of servants
ancli seven sons and three
daughters, and once the sons_ of God came together to
worship and satan came along. He always does. And
God called satan 's attention to this rich man and said,
You see how he serves me ; he fears God and shuns evil,
a perfect man and a:i upright; and satan has no confidence in anyone. He believes that every man has his
price: that all obedience is bought and, so, he said to
God, Look how you have blessed that man. You have
poured your wealth and riches all round about him.
Just take away his property, his riches and he will curse
you to your face. God knew this was not true and he
wanted you and me to know it, so he said to satan,
"There he is, do what you please with his property, but
do not touch him.''
Satan went out and got busy. It
was not long until a great prairie fire swept over his
pasture and burned up all of his skeep and the servants
who cared for them, only one escaped and he went to
tell his master, and while he was talking another servant
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came running in and said, "Robbers have driven off the
camels and killed the servants who were with them and
I only am left to tell the story."
And while he was
speaking another came in and said, '' The oxen were
plowing and the asses were feeding beside them and
robbe:s came and drove them all away and killed the
servants, and I only am escaped to tell this.'' And whi le
he was speaking another came and said, "A great wind
came out of the wilderness and smote the house where
your children were all dining with their oldest brother
today, and the house was wrecked and all ten of your
children were killed, and the servants, and I only am
escaped to tell this.
Now, what did this man do? His property was all
taken away, most of it by robbers, and his children all
died, ten of them, not after long, protracted sickness,
within which time he might have prepared himself for
the blows which -he saw must soon be struck, but suddenly, all at once, like a clap of thunder from a clear sky,
they were all taken away. Property gone, children gone .
What did this man do? Listen: '' The Lord gave, the
Lord hath taken away. Blessed be the name of the
Lord.''
In all this '' he sinned not, nor charged God
foolishly.''
Again the sons of God came up before the Lord and
Satan came among them, and God said, "Do you see my
servant, that he still retains his integrity?"
and Satan
said, "Yes, but you have not touched him in his o,vn
person yet. You just make him suffer and he will curse
you to your face, and God knew this was not true, and
he wanted you and me to know it. So, he said, '' There
he is, just do not kill him.. Do anything you please to
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him, j ~1st so you spare his life,'' and again Satan went
out an.rJ.
· got busy and he made this man to break ont
in boib from the crown of his head to the sole of his
feet, and with property gone, children gone, health gone,
even his wife came and said, '' Curse God and die.''
Your casr was never so desperate as his, and do you
know wha~. Job said in ans,ver to his wife's advice. Re member, Jon was just a man, made out of flesh and blood
like you and me, but he said, "You talk as a foolish
woman . Thnugh He slay me, yet will I trust Him.~
There are not demons enough in hell with Satan to _
help them to separate a soul full of trust from its Goel.
And we will never get the rest and the peace that God
wants His children to have until '' all on the altar of
trust we lay.'' And as long as you doubt God's willi11g·
uess and God's ability to take care of y ou and to make
all . things work together for y our good, you will never
have the soul rest to which you are entitled and which
God and Christ want you to enjoy .
You ask, what if I should take him at his word and in
nothing be anxious, be careful for nothing, worry about
nothing, what would be the result 1 I have no answer
of my own to give, but the next verse to the one contained in my text, ~nswers the question you have asked.
May we read the text again and then the verse which
follows: "Be careful for nothing, but in everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving,
let yonr
requests be made known unto God, and the peace of
God that passes all understanding will keep your minds
and hearts through Christ Jesus the Lord.''
Isaiah
knew by the Spirit the same great truth, for he says,
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is
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staid on thee, because h e trusteth in th ee . '' It was
just what J esus taught, "Come un t o me all ye that labor
and I will give yo u r est. 'rak~ my yo k e upon you and
learn of me, a11d ye sh all find rest unto yo ur souls.'' All
the fruit s of the Spirit grow in this atmosphere of trust ,
love, jo y and peace, that peace of God th at passes all
und erstan din g, th e peace which Jesus said he came to
giv e unto his disciples, th e peace that the world cannot
give, no r can it tak e away, the p eace of God that passes
all und ers tandin g.
Oh, how much many peopl e today need this experience
of pea ce ! You who claim t o be loyal Christians, sound
in the faith, calling none of God 's com mands non essential , priding y our selv es in being able to give chapter
and verse for all th at we tea ch , do you know what this
p eace of God that passes all und er~tandin g means 1 Are
yo u anxious, care-worn, h eart-s ick and distr esse d bec ause
yo u will not come to that Great Physi cian who is able
to cure all th e wounds infli cted by sin, to pour in the
wine and oil of hi s lov e an d' give th at soul r est that all
must ha ve if th ey are to rej oice in the Lord always, as
God's book teaches that Chri sti an s should 1
If we pra ct iced and enjo yed this p eace of God, wou ld
no.t our r eli gious do ct rin e be much more hi ghl y com mended to those round ab out us 1 Is not this soul peace
that which the many burdened hea rt s round about ns
are seeking and longin g for~ Seeing us enjoying i.t,
·would it not he much eas ier to p ersu ad e them to walk
in that way which leads to ete rnal p eace . Ev erything
mu st be taken to God and left there. Casting all your
care upon Him , for he cares for you.
There was once a good woman who thought that she
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had experienced the greatest sorrow that could come
to anyone. She had lost a loving, pure, faithful husband. He had left her with a little baby girl just a
few weeks old, and that was about all that he had left
her, but the memory of his love . She dress ed in black,
went about with a sad heart, and a sad face. She sang
day after day, "Go bur y thy sorrow, go hid e it with
care, go tell it to Jesus, go breathe it iu pray er.''
She
sang that yesterday . She is singing it today. She sang
it through the weary months and years as they came.
Still she dressed in black ; still h er face and heart were
sad, but babies gro,v. Several years pa ssed and the
little babe is old enough now to play with her dolly and
one day this mother, sad of fa ce and heart, received a
rather disturbing lesson . She was singing, '' Go Bury
Thy Sorrow,'' as she sewed, and she heard baby sitting
in the corner talking to her doll y, saying, "Mother's
dug it up again, Mother's dug it up again."
And then
that mother thought, My baby h eard me sing yezterday,
'' Go Bury Th~ Sorrow.''
She hears me sing it today :
'' Go Bury Thy Sorrow,'' and she knows ·that I couldn't
bury it again today, unless I had dug it up, and the baby
was right. It is all right to sing, "Go bury thy sorrow;
Go hide it with care; Go tell it to Jesus; Go breathe it
in prayer," but don't dig it up again. Casting all your
care upon him, be careful for nothing, for Earth has no
sorrow that Heaven cannot heal.
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THE FIVE GREAT DUTIE S Q,F A CHRISTIAN LIF E

By H. L. CALHOUN
I am to speak at this time on the subject, "The Five
Great Duties of a Chri stian Life . " The text is located in
1 Cor . 16 :13, 14. It re ads: "Watch ye , stand fast in the
faith, quit you like men, be strong, let all that you do be
done in lov e.''
The writer of thi s languag e was the apostle Paul, but
not Paul alone, for he says "which things we speak, not
in the words whi ch man' s wisdom t each eth , but which
the Holy Spirit t each eth. " So, we have here a text
given by the Hol y Spirit, through the apostle Paul. Those
addr essed , ,ve ar e t old , ar e th e mem her s of ~th e church of
Christ in the cit y of Corinth, but not they only , for th e
writer adds "to all who in every pl ace call upon th e
name of Jesus Chri st our Lord , both theirs and ours."
So; this lan guage is just as much for the Christians in
this plac e as it was for th e Christians in the city of
Corinth, and if you will read the Epistle through you
will find it filled with just such t eachings as Christians
everywh er e need . In the first chapter we find this: "I
beseech you, through the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that you all speak th e same things and that there be no
divis ions among you, but that you he perfectly jo ined
together in the same mind and in th e same judgment."
Je sus taught thi s sam e thing when he prayed that all
who believed on him might be one, even as he and the
Father are one. Oh, how much n eed there is in some
places today for this teaching. Ther e ar e communities
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in which the profess ed followers of Jesus Christ are so
divid ed and the r eli giou s tension is so tight that it
seems those on both sid es spend more time and energy
in fighting each other than t hey do in fighting sin and
Satan . Th ere are hom es di vide d on the subject of reli gion where the fee lin g is so strong that for the sake of
pe ace both side s hav e ag r eed not even to menti on
religion . Ho w Satan must r ejoic e when h e gets a home
, in imch a state that the members of it dare not even talk
religion.
Not ve r y lon g ago I stood on a prominent street corner
in a good town an d li stened to a regular family fuss
between fat h er an d mother as to where their little
da u ghter sho uld attend Sunday School. How much better
if God's peop le would be united as J esus pray ed they
-;hould, as th e H oly Spirit teaches th ey ought to be.
Perhaps t he gr eates t st umb lin g blo ck in the way of
unbelievers today is the miserable divi sion existing
am on g the followers of Chri st. Th e reason which Jesus
gave for pr ay in g that all who b eli eve on him might be
'Jn e was that the world might believe on him.
R ead on in the Epi st le and very soon y ou come to
anot her su bj ect upon whi ch there is much ne ed of teaching. Th e write r rebukes those who are puffed up in their
own minds, who think they are better than others, and
most fittingly says, "Let no man think of himself more
highly than h e ought to think .'' In h armony with that
other verse which says, "He that exalt eth hims elf shall
be aba sed, but h e that humbl et h himself shall be exalt ed." In h armony witli the further t eac hing "let each
esteem others bett er than hims elf.'' Perhaps there are
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no Christians here who are puffed up in their minds, but
back where I live there possibly are some of this kind.
Did you ever hear this statement?
I have . If I could
buy that man for what he is really worth and then sell
him for what he thinks h e is worth, I could make a
fortune at one trade.
Read on and you find very soon where Christians are
rebuked for going to law one with another.
Th e Holy
Spirit says, "Why not rather suffer wrong, why not
rather be defrauded of your goods than for brother to
go to law with brother and that before the unbeli eve rs. ''
He adds '' Is it possible that there are no wise men
among yo u who might settle these disputes that arise
between brethren."
Can there not be found no men of
sufficient sense and principl e among Christians to decide
disputes that arise among themselves.
lVIust they ru sh
off to the law courts and fight each other with su ch bitterness as to make even outsiders sneer and say "Wat ch
those Christians fight each other.' ' That's brotherly
love, is it not? Better practice what they preach before
they ask others to join them.
And so if you read on through the entire Epistle you
find it filled with just such teachings as Christians everywhere need. And in the last chapter and almost the
very last words of that chapter the Holy Spirit sums
up for us the Christian life under five great duties.
" Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like men,
be strong, let all that you do be done in love . " Are
you willing to study with me for a time th ese great
duties one by one ? Each is as full of thought and meaning as an egg is full of meat. The first one "watch ye,"
what does that mean ? It means keep your eyes open.
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See things. It means what Paul wrote in 1 Thess. 5 :6:
"Let us not sleep as do others, but let us watch and he
sober.'' Christians are supposed to be wide awake. Sinners are represented as being asleep, having their eyes
shut. Peter taught just like Paul. "Be sober, be vigilant
and vigilant means "watchful,"
and Peter tells why
"because your adversary, the devil, goes about as a
roaring lion seeking whom he may devour."
Do you
understand what this language means? It does not say
that Satan goes about roaring and breathing out fire
and smoke like that old picture of him, which some of
us saw in the old family Bible, but it does mean that he
goes about seeking to get the advantage of Christians,
as eager to get them in his power, as a hungry lion
roaring for his prey._
Some years ago my little boy and myself came into
-Oincinatti early one morning. Our train for home had
gone when we reached the station and there was 110
other until late that afternoon. I had visited the zoological gardens several time, but my son had not . Cincinatti
has one of the finest zoological gardens in the world.
You can see there more animals for twenty-five cents
than you would see in a dozen shows. I decided to take
,the boy out there for the day . Of course, we went to
see the monkeys, fed them on peanuts and laughed at
their tricks, saw the sea lion, the elephant and the
giraffes. Yes, we visited the great building where the
lions and tigers were kept in the great iron cages. As
we walked in those great animals were piled about sleeping quietly like great cats and dogs, not fierce looking
at all. We noticed a sign in the building which said
the animals will be fed at two o'clock. We went on our
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way, visiting many different parts of the grounds and
seeing interesting things, and after a while we heard a
great noise over in the direction of the building where
the lions and tigers were kept. Looking at the watch
we saw it was only ten minutes till the time for the ·
animals to be fed. We hurried to the building and as
wewalked in this time were those animals lying asleep?
Far from it. They were pacing restlessly back and forth
in their cages, lashing their sides with their tails, and
every little while a lion would almost shake the earth
by his awful roar. - They were hungry, eager for something to eat. Soon a man came in with a big basket of
beef, cut up into pieces as big as a man's head. Did
he set the basket down near the cage and with his bare
hands push piece after piece through the iron grating?
Not much. Setting the basket down some ten feet from
the cage he took a pitch fork and hurled a piece uf meat
way up there at the side of the cage and that hungry
lion sprang from the back of the cage and met it as it
touched the grating, jerked it through and had it almost
devoured by the time it reached the floor.
This is the picture that Peter had in mind when he
warns Christians to be watchful, because their adversary, the devil, goes about like a roaring lion seeking
whom he may devour.
· And yet, how quietly some people seem to take the
worning. Th ey do not seem to feel uneasy at all. What
if I should 8ay to you this evening, "Be careful when
you leave thill building, there is a roaring lion out there
in the street, Reeking whom he may devour . Db not let
him catch you.'' Do you think I should need to repeat
the ·warning to make you careful 1 Some of you would
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not leave the building until you thought that beast was
either killed or caught, and yet there is someone seeking
you far more dangerous than any brute like that. Jesus
says, "Wat ch and pray that you enter not into temptation." And again he says, "What I say unto you I say
unto all , watch."
So this great duty of watchfulness is
enjoined upon all Christians everywhere by ,Tesus, the
Holy Spirit and the apostles.
What shall we watch? Wat ch against the t empta tiont1
of the wicked one, to see that he does not lead you into
the practice of sin, for the wages of sin is death, and
'' the soul that sinn et h it shall die.''
But I wonder if
that is all it means to be a servant of God, just to keep
out of mischief, just to- k eep Satan from lea ding us into
wrong doing. How much would one of y ou men give
me to go home wit h you and be your servant and just keep
out of miscbief1 I stay with y ou a month. At the end
of that time I come up and say, "I want my pay. I have
not burn ed your home. I have not dama ged any of your
furniture.
I have not hurt any of the family. I have not
injur ed any of your stock. I want my pay ." You say
a servant who did nothin g but ke ep out of mischief
would be worth the salt h e ate, and you are right ,
whether he be a servant of men or a servant of God.
Some professe d Christians, if you ask th em concerning
their liv es, will say, "I do not lie , I do not steal, I do not
get drunk," as if the ·whole of a Christian's duty consisted simpl y in ke epin g out of mischief. Of course, a
good ser vant ·will do hi s master no harm, but the question is, What good does he do ? And a servant of God
must not only keep out of mischief, watching against
the tempt ations of the wicked one, but he must watch
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also for the opportunitjes that come to him to do all
the good he can to all the people he can at all th e times
he can, in all the ways he can and just as long as h e can.
In this same Epistle we hav e this language: "Be ye
steadfast, unmovabl e, always abounding in the work of
the Lord."
The Holy Spirit again says, "We are his
workmanship, created in Christ Jesus unto good works,
which God hath before ordained that we should walk in
them.''
And the Holy Spirit says, '' As we have th erefore, opportunity, let us do good unto those who belong
to our chur ch.'' I see some of you smile , and shake your
heads , as if you thought it didn't read like that, but
do you not know some people who act as if it read so ?
Oh, they do not belong to our church, and therefore we
have nothing to do with them. If y ou never do any good
except to those who think just lik e you do in religion,
or who belong to your church, you may be a very good
sectarian, but you are a mighty poor Chr istian.
Let's try that verse again. '' As we hav e, therefore,
opportunity, let us do good unto - those who do good
unto us."
Again I see some heads shaking and yet,
does not that express the way some professed Christians
live, doing good simp ly to those who do good to them ,
J esus says, "Even sinners do good to those who do good
to them.''
And if you never do good to any except those
who do good to you, you are no better than sinners.
"But," some professed Christians say, "you invite me
to your home, I will invite you to mine. You compliment
me, I will compliment you. You send me a present, I
will send you one . Or you tickle me and I will tickle
you.''
Is that what this verse teaches? I s that what
our duty means, simply to do good to those who do good
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to us? I. can quote that old verse just as it reads, and
this time I will do so. Listen: "As we have, therefore,
opportunity, let us do good unto all men."
There is
nothing little nor sectarian about that, just as full and
free as God's sunshine or sweet, pure air.
Jesus said, "Bless those that curse you, do good to
those that hate you, pray for those who despitefully
use you and persecute you, that you may be the children
of your father who is in heaven."
And yet, there are
people all the time whining about not having opportunity
to display their wonderful talents.
They say, "Oh, if
I just had his opportunity, or her chance, I would do
something great."
Do you remember that Jesus said,
"He that is faithful in a very little will be faithful in
much, and he that is unjust in a very little will be unjust
also in much. If you do not improve the little opportunities that come your way, you would not improve the
great ones, should they come. This duty says "watch
ye,'' watch for the opportunities that come your way
and they will come thick and fast along the pathway of
life, giving you a chance to do good unto all men.
The old Greeks had peculiar ways, though striking, of
representing many things. They pictured opportunity
as a woman, they repre!;'ented her as having the bottom
of her feet covered witn · wool. What did they mean by
this 1 Opportunity does not come blustering, making
a great noise with her footsteps, as we men and boys
do with our heavy shoes. Her tread is noiseless. You
have to watch carefully or she will get by without your
seeing her. They represented that she had hanging
down in front of her fact a long lock of hair, while the
back of her head had not a hair on it. What did they
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mean by this? You must catch opportunity as she comes,
for when she gets by there is nothing to catch to. Oh,
how true is this representation.
Of all sad words of
tongue or l)en the saddest are these, "It might have
been.''
Some of the keenest regrets that will come to
lost souls will be the remembrance of neglected opportunities of what the y might have bliJen.
God grant that the ghosts of neglected opportunities
may not haunt any of us who are here.
You say that you have never had an opportunity .
Perhaps you do not follow the teaching given here'' watch
ye,'' keep your eyes open. Did you ever hear the story
of the two old farmers who met at the village postoffice
and got to discussing which one had the most rats at
his house 1 Each one maintained stoutly that he had
more rats on his farm than anyone else in all the community. Finally one of them said, "If you will go home
with me I can show you that I have more rats than you
have."
The other answered, "I will go home with you,
if after that you will go home with me, for I can shqw
you that I have more rats than you have . '' They went
to the first farmhouse, and the old man took his friend
out to the crib where the corn was stored, placed him
on one side and said, "Now you stay here and watch,
while I go round to the other side and rattle this pole
under there and run them out . " He did so, and came
back and said, as the rats ran out all round about, "Now
what do you say1" And the other said, "'Well you do
have a good many, but I have more than you; now, you
come and go home with me.'' He did so, and his friend
placed him on one side of the crib and said, "Watch
while I go round to the other side and rattle this pole
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under the crib and make them run out."
He did so,
and the rats ran out thick all around the crib, and he
called out to his n eighbor, "Se e an y rats 1" The other
answered back, '' Do not see a rat.'' The ol() man thought
this was strange, but again he rattled the pole under the
crib and they ran out thicker th an ever. Again, he
called, '' See any j'ats?'' And the answer came back,
"Do not see a rat."
The other decided to investigate.
He slipped to the corner of the crib, peeping around
where the other was stationed to watch, and he saw th(.
old man standin g t her e with both eyes shut . He did not
see any rats because he did not want to see any. So it
is, with some loud talkers today who are all the time
whining and complaining ahout having no opportunities
to do things for God and for humanity.
They see no
opportunities be cause they have their eyes shut. 'J'r.ey
are afraid they will see them.
Th e second great duty: '' Sand fa st in the faith . '' What
does this mean 1 It means , wh en once you have taken
your stand under the banner of Jesus Christ, stand
there, do not be first in and then out, first hot and then
cold, but let people know where to find you. Seven days
in the week, twenty-four hour s out of th e day, and as
long as life shall last.
What would you think of a horse if you placed him in
a pasture where he was literally up to his knees in
clover, and inst ead of staying in the pasture, he spent
his time jumping th e fence out into the road and back
into the pasture ? How long would it take him to get
fat? You say, he never would get fat. He would soon
lose all the fat he had and get so poor that he could not
even jump the fence.
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You may take the finest young fruit tree that can be
bought in any nursery; you may find an ideal spot
in which to set it; you may take every pains to see that
it is set just as it ought to be, and if you move it, every
week into another spot just as good, How long will it
take it to bear fruit?
You say, It never would bear
any fruit. It would not even grow. It would die . You
must give it time to take root downward and to grow
upward. You must let it stand fast in one place, if it
is ever to bear any fruit. So it is with Christians. They
must learn how to stand fast in the faith, if they are
to bear the fruit of the spirit. Steadfastness is necessary
to success in any line of life. The old saying, "a rolling
stone gathers no moss,'' is true, both in religion and in
business.
Another old saying, '' Three moves are as bad as a
fire.'' This also is true . You cannot succeed in any line
of life unless you stand fa st by your work. There lived on
a farm adjoining my father's a man about whom the
first thing I ever heard was that he would not work at
tl.ie same thing two hours in succession . When that
man's father died, he left him a good farm, well stocked
and in good condition. After the man became its owner,
if he started to work in his corn, in a little while he
would stop and go to see about his potatoes.
After a
littl e time he would quit that and go to fix the fence.
All the time changing from pillar to post. I lived there
long enough to see that far.m go to rack and that man
come to poverty. You can't succeed in anything, even
farming, unless you stand fast by your work. I was in
that community three summers ago, ·where do you suppose this man was living? He . W{H1 an inmate of the
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county poorhouse. Stand fast in the faith if you ever
hope to accomplish anything as a Christian.
Some children had a Sunday School picnic . When
they had eaten their dinners und er the cool, shady trees,
and quenched their thirst with the sparkling waters of
the spring they climbed over a fence into a great pasture
where they were supposed to pick blackberries to take
home with them. E'ach had his basket or bucket. The
berries were plentiful and they began eagerly picking
the fruit. But you know how children axe. Someone
looked over yonder and cried out, "Oh, just look what
big ones over yonder,'' and they rushed over there, and
someone looked on ahead, and said, "Oh, look what fine
ones over yonder," and they went rushing over there,
and the big berries were always just ahead. All acted
thus but one little boy, who had the biggest bucket of all.
He climbed the fence and found a brier that had some
ripe berries on it. H e nev er stopped until he got every
ripe berry on the bush, and then ,he looked around for
the nearest bush that had other ripe herries on it, and
so he continued his work. He knew how to stick to his
bush. I do not need to tell you that he had his bucket
piled up full before the others hardly had the bottom
covered. You cannot succeed picking berries , unless you
stick to your bush.
Some of you have r ead of Stonewall Jackson. Some think
he was the greatest of Southern Generals, and that God
in his providence had to take him away that he might
save the Union. Y·ou young .people know that his name
was not ''Stonewall,''
his ~ame was '' Thomas Jefferson
Jackson.''
How did he obtain the name ''Stonewall?''
It was at the great battle of Manasses. The boys in
gray had turned their ,backs and were actually running
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off the field of battle. General Bee was trying to rally
his fleeing troops. Looking to one. side he saw Jackson
standing there alone, with his face toward the foe, ready
if need be to fight the whole army of blue coats singlehanded and alone. Pointing toward Jackson, he called
to his men, "Boys, look yonder ·at Jackson standing
like a stone wall." Those fleeing gray coats, seeing that
one man stand there so brave and bold, got ashamed
to run, they turned around, re-formed those broken lines,
raised that terrible rebel yell, came back in the face of
the foe and the greatest victory of the war up to that
time was won, because one man knew how to stand fac;1t
in the face of the foe.
In how many places do we find the soldiers of the
cross giving back before the oncoming hosts of sin, How
we need soldiers of the cross with courage like that of
Jackson, to stand fast in the face of the foe, and change
seeming defeat into victory, for "if God be for us, who
can be against us 1''
But, maybe some of you here are Northern people, and
you do not think as much of Stonewall Jackson as we
Southern people do. Well, what do you think of U. S.
Grant 1 You say, now, there is a General worth talking
about. We Southern people think so too. We could not
help it. He made us. Do you remember when they gave
General Grant that splendid army, perfectly equipped
and he started to Richmond and met that little band
of ragged, half starved gray coats, who tore his splendid
army into fragments until you could hardly find a piece?
Did Grant quit? No! He said, "I'm going to Richmond." They gave him another army bigger and better

than the first, Agai~ tlie;v µi~t that little band of half
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starved ragged gray coats, who tore his second army
into fragments as they had the first. Did he quit? Grant
said, "I'm going to Richmond."
They gave him a third
army bigger and better than either of the others, and
he said, "We will fight it out on this line, if it takes all
summer. I'm going to Richmond,"
and he went to
Richmond, and that is what stopped the rebellion, and
saved the Union, and we Southern people are just as
glad of it as any of you Northern folks can he.
In business, in battle, in religion, there is no success
except to those who stand fast.
The third great Christian duty , '' quit you like men.''
What does this mean? Quit means not '' stop that,'' as
some of you children may think, becau se when you were
doing something you ought not, mother said, "Quit."
Look in the dictionary and see. Quit means "behave
yourself.''
And quit you like men, means behave yourselves like men. Do not act like babies. There is a big
difference betwe en the way a man, a real man, and a
baby behaves. I have had some experience with babies.
We have had five of our own. Babies have to be petted.
Babies like to have their own way , and if they do not,
you often hear from them, but I would rather care for n
half dozen little fellows 18 inches or two feet long than
to undertake to care for just one great big six foot
church baby, who wants to be petted, who wants to have
his way, and yo u hear from him if he does not get it.
Unfortunately
we cannot tr eat him like we can the
little f ellows, but I have thought sometimes it would be
splendid if we could. God's word says to a Christian;
"Behave yourself like a man ." Do not go about playing
the baby act, whining and fretting beca use you cannot
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have your way about everything.
There are some other
people in the world besides you, and they have just
about as much right to their preference and wishes as
you have to yours, and it takes someone with a baby
mind and a spoiled disposition to be all the time wanting
his way and his preferences, when other people have
as much right to their preferences as he has to his.
Did you ever see the little boy, mother's darling, wlw
has always been petted and spoiled by mother, , who has
had his ·way about everything, when he ~tarts to school?
Out there with that band of little fellows who have
learned to play the man as they play with each other,
and watch mothers' spoiled darling when something goes
differently from what he wishes as he tunes up, turns
away and says, "! will not play unless you play my
way . " Sometimes he weighs two hundred .pounds, and
is playing what we call the game of religion. Shame on
such a travesty of a Christian . There is a big difference
between the way a man and a boy behaves. A boy was
out at the wood pile one day cutting wood. He cnt
off a big stick that had a knot in it. He knew the stiek
was too large to go into the stove, that it must be split,
but he thought it would be too hard to split through the
knot, and so he tried to split around it. You know
·what that means, if you know anything about splitting
wood. He would have to chop all the way round, and
while he was standing there wearing himself out, trying to find · an easy ·way to split around the knot,
his father came and he said, "What are you doing, son 1"
T.he boy said, '' I am trying to split this stick of wood . ''
His father said, "You will never split it like that. Strike
at the knot, right through the middle of it." The boy
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raised up his axe and came down with two or three
heavy blows right in the middle of the knot and open
it came. I think I know a good rriany people even in ·
the church, among them some preachers, who are trying
to split around the knot, who do not seem to have the
courage to face difficulties and hard pro bl ell)s like men, .
but . try to play the baby act, when God says, '' Quit' you
like men." It is the brave heart that always wins. The
old saying is true: "Faint heart never won fair lady."
I spent three years in New England, one year at Yale
and two at Harvard.
I visited Plymouth, the pla ce
where the Pilgrims landed. I stood on Plymouth Rock,
on which the Pilgrims stepped when they got off the boat
on to the bleak New England shore. I saw many interesting relics that have come down from those pioneer
days. They are kept safely in the museum built
there for the purpose . I saw the first cradle ever made
in America, in which a white child was rocked, b11t I
believe that most of all I enjoyed looking across the arm
of the bay into the little village of Ducksbury and seeing
the monument that has been built there in honor of
Miles Standish, the Puritan captain. Some of you young
people know the history of Captain Standish. It was
his part, with a few soldiers , to fight the Indians and
keep them off while the other settlers cleared the ground,
planted the crops and made a living for the others. Miles
was not afraid of an y band of Indians that ever walked,
but there was one thing of which he was ~fraid. There
was a sweet faced, fair haired, blu e eyed girl that lived
in the village, and Miles loved her, but he was afraid
to tell her so, and I suspect that Miles is not the only
man that ever feared under suah circumstances.
Now,
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Miles was a plain, blunt spoken man who could not use
flowery language, and the poor fellow had not learned
that the girl does not care whether the old story is told
in flowery language or plain, just so the man has the
courage to look her in the eye and tell her plainly just
what he thinks of her. Miles thought that the story
should be told in flowery language, and he knew that
he could never do this. He could never say it either
with flowers or in flowers, but Miles had a friend, John
Alden, who was not afraid of the girls, and who could
say anything, or nothing, in beautiful language, and
Miles went to John and asked him if he would not go to
see the girl for him, and John said Yes, he would go,
he would be glad to go, and he did, and you know the
result. John Alden married the girl and poor old Miles
was left, and he said, "One thing I have learned : if you
want a thing well done, do it yourself.''
The man who will try to get his grandmother or some
friend to do his courting for him will fail every time,
. for any sensible girl despises the man that has not the
courage to speak for himself.
The same is true in religion, in business, or in love. If .
you would make a success, behave yourself like a man.
The fourth duty, "Be strong."
God wants strong
Christians, because he has heavy burdens which require
broad shoulders. He has dangerous missions which require bTave hearts, and so he says, '' Be strong.''
But
someone says, '' Can I just be strong, do I not h_ave "to be
born that way, specially gifted with strength?"
No.
Strength is largely a matter of our own making. You
can be just about as strong physically or spiritually as
you are willing to pay the price of being. The strongest
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man I ever saw physically would not weigh as much as
I do_by fifty pounds. And yet he could handle me and
you and two more like us, and I doubt if any of you
could handle me. I am afraid to tell you what I saw
that man do. I do not want you to lose confidence in
my veracity as I tell you the unreasonable feats which
I saw him perform. I asked him to tell me the secret
of his strength.
He said, "It is very simple. When I
was a boy, I was about like other boys.'' Great muscles
stood · out on his limbs and arms, showing the wonderful strength that he had attained, and he said, "You
see these muscles, you could not buy them with all the
money that John D. Rockefeller and Henry Ford together
possess, and nobody can give them to you. You · must
build them up yourself.
Three things are essential:
proper food, proper exercise, and freedom from disease.
I was careful what I ate, simple food, in moderate quantities, at regular times. Vigorous exercise, regularly
taken. Mere eating will not make a muscl ~ grow. It
may furnish the material, but it takes exercise to grow
the muscle. Another essential to physical strength is
freedom from disease . If I should contract typhoid
fever, pneumonia, tuberculosis, or some other like disease,
I would soon lose my appetite for food, my desire for
exercise, and whatever strength I might possess.''
This
man did not know it, but in giving the secret of physical
strength, he also stated truly the secret of spirituat
strength . Proper spiritual food, proper spiritual exercise and freedom from spiritual disease, which is sin,
are absolutely necessary.
No other food will develop
spiritual strength, except to feed the soul regularly,
either upon the sincere milk of the word, or the strong
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meat which belongs to those of full age. No amount of
modern fiction, or current history, or magazine articles,
can be substituted for this God appointed food. Spiritual
exercise, the doing of the things that God enjoins, is as
necessary to spiritual strength as physical exercise is
necessary to physical strength. You will never be strong
in prayer unless you practice yourself in praying. You
will never be strong in teaching the Bible unless you
exercise yourself in teaching.
Some years ago when
Colonel Francis W. Parker announced the pedagogical
principle that the way to learn to do anything, was to
do that thing, his statemeut was hailed as a great
modern dis covery, and yet the principle involved is as
old as the human race . We can never be strong in the
Lord and in the strength of his might unless we keep
oursP.lves free from sin. That old besetting sin which
so many people ke ep carefully covered up and hidden
from every eye but that of God is enough to prevent one
from ever becoming spiritually strong. We never can
know the delights of spiritual strength until all on the
altar ,ve lay.
And the last of these great duties is perhaps the best
of an, "Let all that you do be done in love." There is
no room in a Christian's heart for hatred of any human
being. Love is the very spirit of Christianity.
Jesus
taught '' thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thine
heart . " "Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself." He
declared these to be the greatest commandments in the
law, and he said, "A new commandment I give unto you,
that you, my followers, love one another as I have loved
you." He said, "Love your enemies, bless those that
curse you and do good to those that hate you.'' What
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a world this would he if all Christians so lived-every
thought must be a love thought, every feeling a love
feeling, every purpose a love purpose, every word a love
word, every deed a love deed, for all the law is fulfilled
in the one "·ord "love . "
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PROGRESS IN RELIGION

By H. L. CALHOUN
The subject of this lecture is "Progress in Religion,"
based upon Heb. 6 :1-3: "Therefore, leaving the p !'incipals of the doctrine of Christ let us go on to perfecti?:n,
not laying again the foundation of repentanc e from dead
works and of faith toward God, and of the doctrine of
baptisms, and of the laying on of hands, and of the
resurrection of the dead, and of eternal judgment ''; and
this will we do, if God permit.
·· What does the writer of Hebrews mean when he says:
'' leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ'' ? Does
he mean forsaking those principles, so as no longer to
introduce them or have any use for them, as we might
say that a man left his family when he forsakes them?
No, he cannot mean that, but he means what we would
mean if we said to a child in school, '' Leave your ABC's
and go on to the higher lessons,' ' or what we should say
to a boy studying arithmetic, "Leave addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, the four great
priucipli:is upon which the entire science of mathematics
is ha sed, do no: stay, always on these, but go on to the
highr
application of those principles."
Now, every
great institution, art, science, or organization, is based
upoll certain great foundation principles, and the Christian religion is no exception. It, too, has its foundation
elements, or principl es, and . our text says, "Having
learned these principles, having put them into practice,
let us leave this foundation and go on unto perfection,
as we would say to a man building a house, "Having laid
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the .foundation strong and well, do not tear it up and
la,v it over again, not laying against the foundation, but
let us go on unto perfection.''
What are the foundation elements upon which a Christion character is builded 1 Not what do I say, nor what
do you say they are, but what does God say they are?
Remember that those who wrote this Bihle were holy
men of God, who spake as the Holy Spirit gave them
utterance.
As Paul said, "If any man thinketh himself to be a prophet or spiritual, let him _take knowledge that the things which I write unto you are the
commandments of the Lord Jesus."
So, in our text we
have the elements, the foundation of a Christian character stated for us, not simply in the words which man's
wisdom teacheth, but which the Holy Spirit teaches.
~ ,vhat are these foundation principles 1 Our text says,
'' not laying again the foundation of repentance from
dead works." The only thing of which one is called upon
to repent is sin, and the wages of sin is death, and sin
when it is finished bringeth forth death. The expression,
'' repentance from dead works,'' simply means, repentance from sins, the works which bring death, and no
Christian character can be built by one who is not willing by genuine true repentance to turn away from all
known sin.
But what else? "Not laying again the foundation of
repentance from dead works and of faith toward God.''
No Christian character can be built without faith toward
God, for without faith it is impossible to be well pleasing
unto God, and he that cometh to God must believe that
he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently
seek him . And Jesus said, "He that believeth not shall
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be damned.
And Paul says, "We, Christians, walk
by ·-faith." Not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God and of
the doctrine of baptisms. Without stopping to inquire
what connection baptism has with a Christian character,
or whether it is essential to salvation or not, is it not
clear that it is shown here as one of the foundation
If you were buildprinciples of a Christian character.
ing a house, the plans for which had been drawn by a ·
wise and skilful architect, would you deliberately leave
out a part of the foundation as he himself had planned
it? Would it not be a reflection upon your faith in God,
as a skilful and wise architect, should you do so? Is
it not even a greater reflection upon your faith in God,
to leave out a part · of the foundation of a Christian
character as his infinite wisdom and goodness have
pl aimed it?
What else? "Not laying again the foundation of
repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God,
and of the doctrine of baptisms and of the laying on
of hands."
What has the doctrine of the laying of
i;hnJs to do with the foundation of a Christian character?
I am not here to deliver a lecture on the subject of the
laying on of hands, but you can see that this doctrine is
named in the word of God as a part of that foundation
upon which a Christian character must be built, and
even a very casual glance at the religious wori d today
will show that there is great need that the doctrine of
the laying on of hands, as taught in the Bible, should
be learned, for the practice which some people have of
laying hands on sick people today, thinking that such
people may in this way be miraculously healed, shows
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the gross ignorance that such people have of the teaching of God's word on this subject. For one who knows
the Scriptures understands that not since the death of
the last person upon whom the hands of the apostles
had been laid, has such a thing as miraculous healing
by the laying on hands, occurred.
What else? "Not laying again the foundation of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward God,
and of the doctrine of baptisms, and of the laying on
of hands, and of the resurrection of the dead.'·
What
does the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead h'ave
to do with the foundation of a Christian character?
I
am not here on this occasion to deliver a lecture on the
subject of the resurrection of the dead, but Paul evidently thought, and remember he .was guided by the
Holy Spirit, that the doctrine of the resurrection of the
dead had much to do with the foundation of a Chri ,stian character, for he says, "If the dead rise not, then
Christ is not risen, and if Christ b,e not risen, your faith
is vain, and your hope is vain, and you are in you r sins.''
Clearly then we shou.ld not omit this element from the
foundation of a Christian character.
But what else? "Not layin g again the foundation
of repentance from dead works, and of faith toward
God, and of the doctrine of baptisms and of the laying
on of hands and of the resurrection of the dead, and of
eternal j udgment."
What has the doctrine of an eternal
judgment to do with the foundation of a Christian
characted
Perhaps, if we remember that many Bible
scholars believe that more people begin the Christian life
because they are afraid
to stand before the eternal
judgment bar of God unprepared by obedience to the
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gospel, than for any other reason, we can see its importance.
These, theni when taken together as God
himself gives them, constitute the foundation of a Christian character. With this foundation well and strongly
laid, every element in place, just as God gives it, our
text says, "Let us go on unto perfection, not laying again
the foundation."
What would you think of a man
building a house who should lay the foundation well
and strong, and then tear it up and lay it over again,
or stop with nothing but the foundation. You say, '' Such
a building would not be fit to call a house, with nothing but the foundation,'' and yet, such a house would
be just as good a house as a Christian character is a
good Christian characte! with nothing but the foundation laid. The only proper course when once you have
laid this foundation , is to heed the admonition given in
It is this
our text, "Let us go on unto perfection."
part of my text which justifies the subject of this lecture,
'' Progress in Religion,'' for it is in this going on unto
perfection that the progress is found. Are you willing
to study with me for a time each word of this text T
'' Let us go on unto perfection.''
The very first word "let" begins an exhortation, showing that we must take an interest in others as well as
in self. In this same Epistle, 3rd chapter and 13th verse,
we have this command: "Exhort one another daily."
The Christian religion is social, not selfish. One cannot
be a Christian who . looks out simply for number one.
God's word says, "Let no man seek bis own good simply,
but each one also his neighbor's welfare ." Perhaps all
of us have laughed since we were children at the story
of that old man who prayed at prayer meeting, "Lord
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bless me and my wife and my son John and his wife, us
four and no more.'' Ana yet, jud gin g by the way some
people act , their spirit is almost as selfish as was hi s.
How hard it is tod ay to get some people interested in the
welfare of anyone excep t members of their o,vn family.
And yet, if one never loves or help s any except those
who are blood kin to him , he should n ot mistake this
love of family for that lov e of God and our fellowmen
which is shed abroad in the h eart s of Christian s by the
Holy Spirit.
Let us not be lik e oysters , whi ch op en th eir mouths simply to feed themselves. ·wh en a boy , I u sed to see a picture on the walls of many hom es an d th e pi ct ur e tau ght
a lesson, true. In that piC't.ure was seen a sto rm to sse d
sea, in which stood a gre at old ro ck, firm as th e rock
of ages, standing on thi s ro ck was an old rugged cross,
with its arms outstr et ched and clinging around this
cro ss was a figure which h ad ju st escape d d eath in the
waters. Underneath was th e name, '' Simply to thy cross
I cling.''
This pi ctur e is good, but in recent years is a
bett er one expr essing more truly the spirit of a Christian.
In this second picture there is the same storm -to ssed sea.
The. same grea t old ro ck. The same ru gged cr oss. Th e
same figure clinging with one arm to the cross, while the
other arm is stretched out to a poor st ru gg ling soul in
the water s below , helpin g it up to a place of safety. This
is more nearly in accord with the t eac hin gs of God's
word as to the spirit of a Chr ist ian, which says, "Christ
laid down hi s life for u s and we ou ght to lay down our
liv es for others.''
Th e next word, "us. " I lik e that word. I lik e a
religion that has in it "u s" and "our ," that do es not
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dwell on "me" and "mine" and ~" you" and "yours."
I remember that when Jesus taught us to pray that
beautiful prayer, he had us begin, "Our Father who
art in heaven."
And that when Paul speaks of Jesus
he calls him ''our'' Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
The spirit of the Christian religion is consonant with
nothin"' less than the universal brotherhood of man and
the universal fatherhood of God. I like that old hymn
which says, "When each can feel his brother's sigh and
with him bear a part, when sorrow flows from eye to eye
and joy from heart to heart."
I remember that Jesus
said, "Rejoice with those who do rejoice and weep with
those who weep."
Certainly we cannot make progress
when we live unless we have in our hearts this spirit
of brotherhood that will not allo,v us to be content until,
as Jesus taught, every creature in all . the world has
heard the gospel. Remember that Jesus pronounced a
heavy load upon those who lade or load men with burdens
grievous to be borne, while they will not themselves
touch those burdens with one of their fingers.
The next word, ''go.''
Let us ''go'' on unto perfection. "Go" shows action, not restriction, nor retreat,
and the Christian is full of this tea ching, for there is
much "go" and "do" in the Bible . It is said of Jesus :
"He went about always doing good. To be like Him
we also must go about always doing good.
Remember,
he says, "I am th e way, follow me . " In that prayer
which Jesus taught his followers he taught us to say
'' Thy will be clone on earth as it is in heaven .'' And the
angels in heaven do God's will perfectly, for they are all
ministering spirits sent forth to minister to those who
shall he the heirs of salvation . On that ladder which
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Jacob saw as he slept with his head upon a stone, the
ladder that reaches from earth to heaven, there were
angels ascending and descending, but not one standing
or sitting still. Hence, the lesson, as angels are always
busy, so must we be . When Paul would picture the
Christian life he represents it as a ''race,''
himself a
runner, and he says, "forgetting
the things which are
behind, and reaching forth unto the things which are
before, let us go on to p erfection. Let us pr ess toward
the mark for the prize. When Jesus pictured the church
he represent ed it as a '' vineya rd belonging to a father
who said to his son-th e son representing every Christian, 'Go work in my vineyard today.' " Je sus also
said, "Whosoever heareth these sayings of mine and
doeth them is like the wise man who built his house
upon the rock.' .' I like a man with ''go'' in him. I like
a horse with "go" in him . I do not like to ride behind
a hors e when you have to beat him almost to death to
get him along the road. I like to ride behind one that
you have to hold the ribbons tight as he makes his footsteps right. I like a machine ·with ''go'' in it. Pr eacher
as I am, I like to ride with a driver who steps on the
gas. I like a boy with ''go'' in him. I much prefer the
little fidgety boy that cannot sit still, to the little sleepy
head whom you have to pinch to see if he is awake. Do
you know what is the matter with that fidgety boy, the
reason he cannot ·sit still ? He has a man in him and
he can hardly hold him. Give him a chance, an outlet
for energy, and hr will ,go on, and so I like a Christian
with "go" in him, that would say , according to the
current phrase, and mean every word of it ; ''Let's go.''
The next word, ''on.''
I could take every bit of the
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progress out of my text if you would let me change that
one little word of two letters into the word "back."
''On'' shows progress, not retrogression.
God's exhortation is "Let us go on." He never sounds a retreat. It
is always onward and upward, higher and still higher.
If you have done well tod ay, you should do better toIf you are not a better Christian this year
morrow.
than you were last, there is something wrong with your
religion. The preacher must go on, or he is a failure.
You are listening well to this lecture. What if you
should come back tonight and the speaker should deliver
the same lecture, some of you would say, "I wonder why
he did not go on and give us something fresh. We have
heard that lecture once." Suppose I should continue
delivering the same lecture night after night for a
week. how many of you would be here the last night
to hear it 1 Most of you would say, "If he cannot go on
and give us something fresh, I will wait till he can, or
go to hear someone else.''
But do you know that
preachers get just as tired seeing members of their congregations sit there and do the same old things over and .
over and over again, as you would get hearing him preach
the same old sermon over and over 1 The language of
my text is not addressed to preachers, but to all Christians, and it is no more the duty of a preacher to go on
than it is the duty of every other Christian, and let us
be sure that we go on, that we do not advance backwards.
May I tell you a story illustrating what I mean, and
this is a true story, too, not one made up for the occasion, as so many people think preachers make them up.
Once there was a p:rea,Qher te!ling a story in his home
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and the preacher's little boy was listening.
When his
father had completed the story, the little boy innocently
asked, "Daddy is that so, or are you just preaching."
This story is true. I know it because my un cle was a
truthful man, and he told me this story. It happened
soon after what we still call the Civil War, back in the
days when you could buy, in almost any village, something to drink stronger than good buttermilk.
Thank
God you cannot do that now . The people of our beloved
state of Tennessee have £'Otten beyond that. You know
that intoxicants have differ ent effects upon different people. They make some men th1nk that they are the
strongest men on earth. They make others think they
coula. whip an ything in sight , even a stack of wild cats .
They ·make others love everybody.
Such men want to
come up and put their arms around your shoulders and
blow their vile bTeath in your face. It was awful in
those days. There was an old man who lived near my
village who was not very brave even when sober, and
when well filled up on whiskey he would not fight anything: He loved everybody.
The old man came to the
village one day and got outs ide of about all the whiskey
he could carry home . He started home about sundown.
It took all the road for him, as he wound from side to
side . . ,The boys in the village knew he was cowardly and
d·ecide'd to have some fun : One of them took a white
sheet ·;under his arm, ran down through the cor:µfields,
out through the thi ck woods that cam e up on both sides
of the road about a ha lf Ii1ile from th e village. By the
time th e old man r eached th ese "·ood s it was almost
dark, and the boy came out in the road wrapped up
the ; ,vhite sheet, :with his arms extended, w~ving back
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and forth lik e wings. Th e old man st eadied himself
as best h e could and saw the object moving toward him,
less than a hundr ed ya rd s a,vay. He decided that he
did not care to be any ne are r to it ..and began to walk
backw ard s. In his condition he could not look over. his
shoulder, and so h e walked backwa r ds for about a
quarter of a mil e till he came to my uncl e 's front gate.
He hollo we d, "Hello."
The bo y who h ad been following ju st closely enou gh to ke ep hi m moving when he
heard him holl er, "Hello," jump ed over a fence into a
corn field and wh en un cle cam e out, there was no one
there but t h e old man, wh o had been so b adly scared
that he was abo ut sober. · None of us men like to admit
that we are afr aid of anyt hing , so th e ·old man told
un cle abo ut seeing th e "booger"
as he call ed it and
how it came nearer to him an d he did not lik e to say
that he ran from it , so, h e sa id , "I saw it and it kept
comin g to ward m e and I did not know what it might be,
so I- I-adv anced backwards."
You smile at the .old
man's exp r ession L et us see, friend, perhaps yo u are
advanc in g backward, even in a worse way than he wa~.
Do yo u read y our Bible as r egularl y now as when you
first came into the church 1 Do yo u pr ay as earn estly
and as r egularly as when you first became a Christian?
If not, you are advancing , backwa rd. Do you attend the
Lord's table as r egularl y as yo u did when you . first came
· into the church? If not, yo u , too, are advancing ·backward and in a worse way than he was. But God 's word
says, "Let u s go on " it never sound-s the note of re treat. '' Let us go on unto perfection.''
That word "unto" in its proper setting has -a wonderful lesson for us. "Unto" means perseverance.
It means
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keep on going. I am going on now toward the door, but
should I go on unto the door, I would have to keep on
going until I reached it, and so it is here, "Let us go on
un ~o perfection." ; It means, keep on going toward perfection, until you either reach it or the limit of your own
life. Did you ever hear the story of Robert Bruce and
the spider, or Robert Bruce and th e ant 1 I shall tell it,
as Robert Bruce and the ant._ Robert Bruce was King
of Scotland and a good king he was, but his enemies got
their armies together and fought against Bru ce, seeking
to take away his kingdom and his crown. Seven great
battles were fought, and in the seventh Bruce was defeated and his army scattered from him, and he had to
fly for his life, in the darkness of the night, and take
refuge in an old barn where he lay hiding and resting.
A ray of sunlight coming through a crack in th e barn
fell in his face and woke him the n ex t morning, and he
lay there thinking, "Shall I give it up, shall I quit?
Shall I surrender my crown and my kingdom ?'' And
while he was thinking such thoughts ,as these his eye fell
on a little ant, carrying a grain of wheat, the grain of
wheat larger than the ant. The little creature wanted
to carry this grain of wheat over a big log. It started
up and fell back. At once it got up and starte d up
again and fell back, and then leaning over in his eagerness of attention, he said, "Oh, I wonder if it will try
again? I wonder if a little ant has more perseverance
than I have T Seven times I have tried and failed. I
wonder if it will try again?''
It never stopped, getting
up immediately, it started up, up, up and this time over
it went and on its way. Bruce sprang to his feet like the
brave man he wa s, and sa id , "A littl e ant shan't have
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more perseverance than I have. I will go out, gather my
scattered soldiers, raise again the battle flag and the
battle cry. I will succeed," and he did, and the crown
sat securely on his brow. It is the courage, a perseverance like this that every Christian needs, saying, '' I
will succeed by the help and blessing of God. I will go
on unto perfection . "
The word ''perfection''
is the best word in my text.
When God would tell a man how to live, he gave him a
perfect law. G'od's word says, "The law of the Lord is
perfect.''
And James says, '' Whosoever looketh into the
perfect law of liberty."
God says, "Live as I have told
you in my perfect law.''
When God gave man an
example, a pattern to follow, it was a perfect one, for
Jesus said, "I am the way, follow me . And Jesus was
perfect . He did no sin, neither was guile found in his
mouth, and God says to every Chri stian, "Live like I
tell you, in my perfect law. Live like I have shown you
in the perfect example whom I have given," and this
is what is meant when our text says, "Let us go on unto
perfection.''
But someone is ready to ask, '' Am I expected to be as
good as Jesus, to live a life as perfect as his ?'' God
would not give an imperfect law, or an imperfect pattern
to his children and then tell us to follow it. The ideal
which he sets before us is one of perfection, both in his
law and in his pattern, and as a man ,'s reach should
always be greater than his grasp, as his ideal should be
higher than his attainment, so God has given an ideal
toward which every Christian may grow throughout his
entire life.
It is like this: When I was a boy living on the old
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farm, my father used to make almost everything that we \.
needed on the farm, plow handles, hoe handles, axe
handles, for we could not buy such things ready made _
as cheap as you can now. One day he was making axe handles in the little shop which we had. He had a ....
perfect pattern of an axe handle, and he could make a ~
splendid axe handle. Boys often want to do what they see their fathers doing. I wanted to make an axe handle . ..,
He let me have a piece of timber like he had and let me -~
use the tools which he used, and let me mark out by his
perfect pattern, the axe handle which I tried to make .
I did the best I could, but I was just a boy . I tried to
make my axe handle just like the pattern, but when it
was finished and I held up the finished work, it did not
look just like the pattern.
But my father did not say,
"You little simpleton, did you not know better than to
try to make an axe handle.''
That is not the way my
father talked to his boys. He said, "First rate, son .
That is pretty good. You just keep on and you will
make a fine axe handle some day,'' and that is the way
my father talked to his boys, and so it is with our Father
in heaven. When you and I mark out our lives by the
perfect law and the perfect pattern which God has given,
and do our best to make our lives like his, when the work
is finished and we hold our lives up beside the life of
Him who was the brightness
of th e Father's
glory and the express
image of his person, well,
our lives will not look exactly like his, but if w~ have
been faithful and done the best we could, we need not
fear but what the loving voice of the Father will say,
''Well done, good and faithful servant.''
For life itself
is but an infinite progress toward an infinite perfection .
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The grandest church building on earth is St. -Peter's
church in the city of Rome. It covers acres of ground,
and they have been working on it for years and years;
but still it is not complete. A gentleman walking through
this great church building, looking at tts beauties and
splendors 'law a number of workmen busy in building,
and he said to the guide, '' When will you finish St.
Peter's'' 1 The guide with a smile said, '' Finish St.
Peter's 1 .We never expect to finish it. We are going
on always, building it up greater and more beautiful,
more splendid, we never expect to finish it.''
I said,
the greatest church building on earth was St. Peter's,
but the greatest on earth and the most bP.a11t.iful, is a
Christian character.
Though we may build and grow
onward and upward, increasing its beauty and its splendor as we go on toward perfection, we never shall finish
it. If one should grow with ten thousand times ten
thousand times the speed of lightning through ten thousand years toward the limitless perfections of God, he
would be no nearer to the limits of perfection than
when he first began, for there are no limits to the · in finite perfections of God, and this is the ideal that God
sets before every Christian.
Onward and upward, always
and ever, growing more and more into the likeness and
image of God, and as long as God shall last, we will grow
forever, going on toward perfection.
Even when we
pass out of -this earth life into the purer, more wholesome atmosphere of heaven, we shall but have increased
opportunity and ability to grow more rapidly without
ever reaching the limitless perfections of God. And that
is what life is, the Christian life, an infinite progress
toward an infinite perfection.
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When I was a little boy I used to stand on the front
portico of the old farmho11se and look out across the lane
and the meadow of the brook, to the trees on the hill
beyond. I used to see the clouds hang low, appa rently
coming down into the very tree tops, and, as a child,
I used to wish that I could go over there, climb up into
those trees, and reach up and feel of those clouds, to
see how they felt. I lived to be a man, to climb that
hilltop, when the clouds hung low, and when I reached
the hilltop I found those clouds were as high above as
they had seemed to be when at the farmhouse down in
the valley. Since I have been a Christian I have looked
on up toward the hills of God and thought sometimes,
Oh, if I could ever preach like that, if I could ever pray
like that one, I would be satisfied. I do no·t claim to
have climbed very high, and yet by the grace of God, I
have mad e some progr ess and I find as I climb up the
hills of God, that when I reach any height, I see that
the ideal that God has set before me is apparently just
as far beyond as ever, and it is only the invitation of a
loving Father to his son to go_ on and grow on forever
toward the limitless perfecti;ns of God, for life itself
is but an infinite progress towgrd the infinite perfections
of God.
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WHAT JES/US CHRIST MAY BE TO A HUMAN SOUL
By H. L. CALHOUN
The subject of my fifth and final lecture in this course
is, "What Jesus Christ May Be to a Human Soul," based
upon a text found in Matt. 1 :21, which reads thus:
"Thou sha lt call his name Jesus for it is He that shall
save his people from their sins . ' '
I shall begin this lecture by asking a question, a very
personal question, which I hope each one of you will
answer, not out loud, but · answer in your own heart,
rememhering that God and y ourself both know whether
or not your answer is true . Some of you will be glad to
answer the question, will think it a privilege to do so.
Others I fear will not like to tell even their own soul s
the exact truth about themselves. Please do not be too
generous with the question. Do not pass it over your
shoulder to the one behind you. If you do, he may pass
it over his to the one behind him, and soon it wi ll be out
of doors. An old colored preacher told his audience that
many of them were going to be lost because they were
too generous, ·they gave away too much. Th ey thought
this was strange talk . to come from a preacher, telling
people they were too generous . They asked him for an
explanation, and he said, ''You are too generous with
the sermon. You are perfectly willing to give it all
away to someone else and keep non e for yourselves .' ' In
this respect I fear the old man was correct. Please do
not be too generous with this lecture, with this question,
and here it is: What is Jesus Chri~t to your soul just
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now1 Not, what might he be? Not, what is he willing
to be? Not, what would I like to have him be, but What
is he as the case now stands? Some of you will answer
gladly, "Jesus is everything to me. He is all the world
to me. He is my Savior from the death which is the
wages of sin," but some of you cannot say that . Some
of you, if you tell your own hearts the truth, will have
to say, "Jesus is nothing to me. As the case stands just
now, I have no part, nor lot with him. I have no interest
in him. He is nothing to me." For, the first thing that
Jesus has to be to any human soul, is that which my
text suggests: '' A Savior of that soul from sin and
death." "Thou shalt call his name Jesus, for it is he
that shall save his people from their sins." This is not
said of any other person in all history. It was never
said of any patriarch, prophet · or apostle. It was never
said of Moses, Elijah, nor Paul. Of Jesus only is it said,
'' He shall save His people from their sins.''
And Jesus is not your Savior just because he is willing
to save you. I know that it is written "this is good an.I
acceptable in the sight of God our Savior, who will have
all mer. to be saved and to come unto the knowledge of
the truth.''
And I know it is written ag~in, '' the Lord
is not willing that any should perish.''
And again,
"Faithful is the saying, and worthy of all acceptation
that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners."
And I know that Jesus himself said, '' I came to seek and
to save that which is lost." "Come unto me all ye that
labor and are heavy laden a?d I will give you rest.''
Neither is Jesus your Savior just because he is able to
save you. I know that it is written, "He is able to
save unto the uttermost, all who come unto God by him."
But these two facts put together, that Jesus is both will-
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ing and able to save your soul, does not make him your
Sav1or. He says, "I stand at the door and knock. If
anyone will hear my voice and open the door, I will
come in.'' He will knock at the door of every human
heart, yours and mine, but it is our place to open the
door and let him in, for he never comes where he is not
wanted.
He never breaks down the door and forces
himself upon a heart that does not want him. Jesus is
not your Savior from the death that is the wages of sin,
however willing and able he may be, unlesl!I you have
opened the door of you;r heart and let him come in, unless you have accepted him as your own personal Savior ,
unless you have crowned him as king of your heart and
life. For there is none other name under heaven given
among men wh ereby we must be saved , but the name of
Jesus, and he says, "No man cometh unto the Father
It
hut by me , and without me you can do nothing.''
has been my privilege to visit Niagara Falls several
times. On one of my visits the guide pointed out to me
the spot , and told me the story, of how the young man
was saved there so wondrously from drowning. I have
stood by the falls and listened to the thunderous roar of
that mighty river as it plunges eiver that awful precipice.
I have thought that the sound was like unto him whose
voice is as the soup.d of many waters. I have watched
the play of the colors of the rainbow formed in the mist,
rising from the waters below; but some people think
that the rapids and the great whirlpool down below the
falls are a greater sight than the falls themselves. The
young man had seen the falls and then he went down
below to see the rapids. He came down the long flight
of steps from the bank ahove to the inner bank and sat
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down with his feet hanging over the rolling, boiling
waters, as they were getting ready for that frightful
plunge down through the rapids. No one knows how it
happened, not even the young man himself, but somehow as he sat there watching those whirling, eddying
waters, his head began to s,vim and all at once he
plunged headlong into the mighty current that swept
him down toward the rapids and certain death. Someone
saw him when he fell. He was an expert swimmer, and,
with strong , manly strokes, he struck out boldly, fighting
for his life, but in spite of all he could do, he was swept
by the mighty current, underneath the shelving bank
and caught to the jutting fragment of a rock and held
on for dear life. Someone saw him when he caught and
said, What can we do to save him? Why not get in a
boat and go down and get him? No boat could live
in water like that. Why not let a rope down and let
him take hold of that r But the rope would not r each
him , he was back under the bank. Th ere was just one
way to save him. Someone must go down a rope ladder,
swing out to where he was and reach out the saving
hand. Ah, but ,vho would do it? A crowd gathered on
the bank above, the rope ladder was made and let down
to the water's edge, and a volunteer was called for and
an old sailor, who happened to be home on furlough,
volunteered and said that he would go down, and the
crowd almost held their breath, as down that dizzy
height, more than a hundred f eet, he swung, came down
to the water, swung out to where the young man was,
almost exhausted, and ready to fall into the current
which meant certain death, and the sai lor said, "Take
hold, I have come to save you.'' What would you have
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thought if that young man in measured, courteous tones,
had answered, "I am very much obliged to you for the
interest you have manifested in me. I really appreciate
it, and I will think the matter over, and some day perhaps I will accept your help, but I am not ready now."
You say nobody but a fool would have made an answer
like that. How eagerly he laid hold of the only hand
that ever would be stretched out to him to save him!
. Long years ago the angels of God loo"ked over the battlements of heaven, saw man as he fell into that awful
current of sin, sweeping down to eternal death. They
saw him as he caught, for a time, on the jutting fragment of life and they said, What can we do to save him?
There was just one way. Somebody who loved him
well enough would have to come down and reach out
the saving hand. A volunteer was called for and amid
all the serried hosts of snow white angels that sur.
rounded the throne of God, not one was found.
Then Jesus, God's only son, stepped out and said, "I
will go,'' and out to this old world he came and he is
here now, sinner friend, reaching out the only hand that
ever will be stretched out to you with power to save, for
there is none other name under heaven given among
men whereby we must be saved. Will you not accept
him, here and now, as the Savior of your sou'l from that
death which is the wages of sin. But J-)sus may be more
to a human soul than the Savior of that soul from the
.death which is the wages of sin. He may be also the
deliverer of that soul from the power of sin and temptation, enabling one to fight successfully the battle of life
and to come off more than conquerer.
Remember that Jesus said, "Without me you can do
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nothing";
that God's word ·sa ys, "The Lord knoweth
how to· delive r the godl y out of t empt atron ' '; and that
Paul declar ed, '' Christ gav e him self for us th at h e mi ght
deliver u s out of thi s pr esent evil world''; and th e Hol y
Spirit sa ys , "God is faithful who will not suff er y ou to be
t empted above that whi ch y ou are able , but will wi t h the
temptation al so make th e way of escape th at y ou may b e
able to bear it .'' And you and I n eed Christ as t h e
d eliverer of our soul s, just as mu ch as we n eed him as th e
Savior of our souls , for th ere is n~ on e among us who
fries to live the Chri stian li fe but find s his own exp erience like that of Paul, who cri ed out, "Wh en I would
do good , evil is pr esent with m e, and ·the good that I
would, I d o not, and th e evil th at I would not that I do,
for I see another law in my m emh ers warring a gain st
the law of my mind and brin ging me into captivit y to
the law of sin whi ch is in my m ember s. Oh, wr etch ed man
that I am , who sh all deliv er me ?" Do y ou r ememb er his
answ er 1 Ha ve you not felt as h e did that when you
would do good evil was pr esent ·with you; that the good
y ou want ed to do, som ehow y ou did not do 1 Ha v e
you not cri ed out , "Oh, wr et ch ed me that I am, who
shall deliver me" ? D o yo u r ememb er P aul 's answ er ,
'' I thanl J God throu gh J esu s Chr ist my Lo r d, th ank s b e
unto God, who giv eth us th e vi ctor y throu gh our L ord
Jesus Chri st . ' ' If y ou go out to fight th e b attle of life
trusting simply in your own prow ess, tru sting in your
own strong arms, r elying upon eslf, you will fail, for
J esus says , "Without me you ca n do nothin g. No m an
cometh unto th e F ath er but by m e.'' And y~u and I
must learn to sa y, as P aul sa id , '' Str en gthen ed with
might by his spirit in th e inn er ma n , I can do all things
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through Christ who strengtheneth me.' ' Do you remember the time when Saul and his army encamped on one
mountain while the Philistine army encamped on another
with a narrow valley between 1 Do you remember how
the old giant Goliath, more than nine feet tall, with ,a
spear staff big as a ·weaver's beam, clad in coat of mail
from head to foot, came ·out into the valley between the
two armies, each day for forty days and challenged the
army of Israel to send out a man to meet him in single
combat, say ing to the army of Israel, "If your champion
conquers me, we Phil!§tines will be your servants, but if
I conquer him, then your Israelites shall be our servants,
and there was not found in 'all the army of Saul any ·man
who would go out to meet him. At the end of forty
days David, the shepherd boy, came from his Bethlehem
home, only a few mil es away, to bring his brothers who
were in Saul's army, food, and to inquire as· to their welfare. David reached the camp just as the haughty old
giant came out with his boastful challenge and David
said, "Who is thit uncircumcised Philistine, that he
should defy the armies of the living God 1 I will go out
to meet him.''
David's brothers thought that David
was entirely too pert, entiTely too forwar~, too important
in his own sight, and they said to him, "You had better
go back and take care of those few sheep that you left
at home." But David said he would go and fight Goliath
and Saul heard of his willingness to go, and sent for him,
and when he found that David was not trusting in his
own strength, or relying upon the might of his own arm
for victory, but trustin g in the God of Israel 1 and when
David had told him that when a lion came out to . steal
away a lamb, and when a bear came out to kill a ·sheep,
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that God had enabled him to kill both the lion and the
bear, and that through God's help, he could overcome
this boastful Philistine, Saul said, ' ' Go, my son, and may
the God of Israel be with you.''
And you remember
how David, the shepherd boy, armed with nothing but
the stick with which he drove the sheep, and the sling
and the five smooth stones which he picked up as he
crossed the brook, and dropped into the shepherd's bag
which hung at his side, went out to meet the great old
giant . Goliath saw him coming, saw the stick in his
hand, saw him pick up the five ,smooth stones and he
mocked David, saying, "Am I a dog, that you come out
against me with sticks and stones," and then he boasted,
saying, '' Come to me and I will give your flesh to the
fowls of heaven and to the birds of the air."
David
answered, ' 'You come to me with a sword and a spear
and a shield, but I come unto thee in the name of tne
God of Israel, whose army thou hast defied and he will
deliver the e into my hands.''
And you know how the
'ltone sped from the sling, smote the giant in his forehead
and he fell dead at David's feet.
Just a picture of the great battle of life that each
Christian soul must fight againJt th e giants of t emptation that so thickly beset life's pathway , and woe be to
the Christian soul that goes out to fight against these
temptations, trusting simply in himself. In order to win
the victory we must go out as David did, trusting in
Israel's
God, and saying, "He will deliver these
giants
of sin and .te r-"'.
ptation
into our hands
and bring us ofl' more than conquerors.''
So Je sus
must be not only the Savior of the soul from the death
that is the wages of sin, but the deliverer of that soul
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from
the power of sin, enabling us to fight successfully
\
the great battle of life and to say with Paul, "Thank11
be unto God who giveth us the victory through our
Lord Jesus Christ. "
And you remember that when the death angel was to
pas,s through the land of Egypt one night, God •saved
his people, Israel, from death by the blood of the Passover lamb, and also he delivered them from the bondage
and bitterness of servitude, under Pharaoh, the cruel
king. So, God saves the sinn ers from that death, which
is the wages of sin by the blood of the Lamb of God,
which takes away the sins of the world, even Christ, who
is our Passover, and he also delivers this one from the
bondage and wretchedness of sin, by his Son , for Christ
gave himself for us that he might deliver us out of this
present evil world, but if Christ is your Savior from the
death that is the wages of sin, and your deliverer from
the hondage and power of sin , enabling you to fight successfully the battle of life, he may be much more than
that to your soul. For he, himself, says, "I am the way,
the truth and the life. No man cometh unto the Father
but b;r me. ''
!\Vhat does Jesus mean when he says, "I am the way"T
He means that if you and I wish to know the way to
be a Christian, look at him. We must learn to take life
as he takes it, to think thoughts like his, to cherish
feelings like his, to harbor purposes like his, to talk and
act even as he did, for I am not a Christian, neither are
you any further than we are making our lives like the
life of Christ. "If any man have not the spirit of Christ
he is none of his," and Christ left us an example that
we should follow hUJ·l!teps, ~o~~ people say, '' One
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preacher tells me one thing and another preacher tel\5
me something different, and still another something df
:ferent from each of the others. All seem to be equally .
honest, and equally intelligent, and ' if those preach er s
c,annot · agree among themselves about what the right
is, when they have nothing fo do but study the Bible iall
the time ; how' can they expect one situated as I am, to
know which way is right? I would like to he a Christian .
l hav,e great;respect for Jesus arid the Bible, but T sim-·
ply cannot know which way is right.
Listen, friend, the ' Bible nowhere says, · "the preacher
is the way, follow him." Do not~follow this preacher,
nor any other preacher, for all preachers make mistakes ;
but Jesus ·said, "I am the way, follow me." · And Jesus:
made· no mistakes, and if you · and I will follow him, we
shall · make none.
Once I was riding horseback along a road artd I came ·
to a big staked and ridered fence which had been built
directly across the .road, completely stopping the only •
way · which I knew, and the road turned out into the
woods : I knew enough of that · part of the country to
know that it was some five or six miles through that
river bottom, with its heavy timber, before I could reach
a clearing or a house. I did not know the way through,
an'(l if I had beeri like some people who · do not want to ·
start into a thing, even Christianity, until they can see
their way through, I would have been sitting there yet, ·
ifsI had 'not been dead, because I could not see all -the
·way through that thick woods. And I did not need to
do so. I looked out just a little way and saw a tree with
a big blaze on it, and I krtew · that inearit ·« Come this "
way." I i:ode on toward it and before reaching ft, I saw .
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·.Olilbeyond another tree with ·a blaze · and before I reached
,that I saw another, and I rode on through the ' entire
distance without ever having to stop even once, and came
. out all right on the other side. Someone had gone on
a.head and blazed out the way, and all I had to do .was
._to follow the road marked out for me.
..
So Jesus . has passed through this old :world and has
blazed out the way that leads home to heaven, for each
one who will follow ·him. Perhaps all of: you know what
,it means to march Indian file. You know that the old
· Indian chieftain went ahead of his warriors and the
, warriors followed, ea·ch one behind the other, and fifty
. or a hundred men could march through the snow a-nd
when you looked back, it looked like .the track of one
inan, for each warrior had put his foot down m - the
footprint of his chieftain.
Now, Jesus is called the captain, the chieftain of our
. :;;alrntio'n, and the part of every Christian soldier is to
fellow the footprints of Jesus. The old song rurns thus,
'' Are you walking in hi£ footsteps, as h e bids you daily
do? Do you follow after Jesus as the Bible tel1s you
i.o?" This is what it means when Jesus says, "I am the
way." Not ""liat you and I go back to Palestine, look
around the Sea of GaUlee, seeking to find his .footsteps _
in the sand and put our feet in them, but :afl •we . go
through life we take it as he took it, we think, ' feel,
1mrpose, talk and · act as Jesus did. This · is what he
meant when he said," I am the way, follow me." ·
When I was a boy in school we used to · play · a game
, ..called, "Follow the leader." Some strong, active, .splen. .did runner was chosen as the leader, and ,the game was
to follo~ him whe;ever he might go . . No matter , where
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he led, how wide the ditch he jumped, how steep the
bank he climbed, whatever he did, each one must follow
him. So, the Christian life is but the game or "Follo'4
OJe leader," and that leader is Jesus, and I am not a
Christian, neither are you an y further than we arc
following Jesus in every act of our live s. A little boy
came to his father one day and said, "Daddy, how many
legs would a dog have if you should call his tail a leg?''
The father said, "Why, son, I suppose if you called his
tail a leg, he would have five." The little boy answered,
"Why, daddy, do you not know any better than that!
He Would not have but four."
And the little boy was
right. You might call a dog's tail a leg all day, but that
would not make it one, and so it is with us. Calling
one a. Christian does not make him one. It is all right
to call him a Christian, if he is one, but merely to call
him one does not make him one. No one is a Christian
any further than he is reproducing in himself the life
of Jesus Christ. Indeed, the modern definition of Christianity is true, and is expressed thus, '' Christianity, the
life of Jesus Christ, reproduced in a human life, so that
our thoughts , feelings, purposes, words and deeds are
like his.''
Whenever I have a thought, a feeling, or
purpose, or speak a word or do an act, that Jesus would
not do, if he were in my place, I am just that far off
the · way of being a Christian.
Mr. Sheldon was right in that little book which he
wrote, "In His Steps," or "What Would Jesus Do?''
when he said, '' The simple rule of life for a Christian
before he does anything is to ask, What would Jesus do,
and then do to the very best of ~is ability just what
Jesus would do, thus walking in his steps." But that is
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not all. Jesus is not simply the Savior of the soul from
the death which is the wages of sin:, and the . deliverer of
that soul from the power of sin and temptation, and the
way of life, showing you and me just how to walk, -even
as he walked, but he says, "I am the light of the world,
and he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but
shall have the light of life." So, Jesus must be to yo11r
soul, not only Savior, deliverer and way, but also . the
light of that way, making life's pathway bright for every
step which you take.
A road, a way, may be dark, and it is not pleasant
to travel along a dark road, especially if you have never
been that way before, when you do not know but what
the next step might land you in a ditch. I am glad the
Christian does not have to walk in the darkness, for
Jesus said, "He that followeth me shall not walk , in
darkness, but shall have the light of life.'' I believe in
a religion that makes life's pathway bright about us.
I read in the Bible that the pathway of the · just is as
the shining light that shineth more and more unto the
perfect day." And the beloved John says, "If we walk
in the light as he is in the light we have fellowship one
with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin.
I do not believe in a religiou of darkness · and gloom.
I believe that God made more sunshine · than he did
clouds; that he loves a smile just as well as he does a
frown, and I believe that God's word says ''Rejoice in
the Lord always," and that "the fruit of the Spirit .is
love, joy, peace.''
I believe in a religion that makes
life's pathway bright.
But I imagine someone is ready to say, "Oh, Brother
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Calhoun, you do not know what I have to bear, or you
wuld not say that. You talk about life's pathway always
. heing bright, and about rejoicing always, you do not
. know the load I have to carry, or you would not say
that."
No, dear heart, I do not know the load you
have to bear, for no human heart can know what another
. Jmman heart feels, and I have not said that there is no
burden to bear. I know well that God's book i;;ays,
"Every man shall bear his own burdens."
I have not
said there was no cross to carry, for I know well that
.·Jesus said, "Whosoever do~p. ,not take his cross daily .
cannot be my disciple."
But I am here to . say that if
you follow Jesus, he says, "He that followeth me shall ·
not walk in darkness, but shall have the light of life."
This cal]. but . mean that you may learn to bear your
burdens, to carry your cross, even with a smile, and to
look up through your tears and kiss the hand that smites
and say; "We . know that all things work t()gether for
good to those who love God.''
·. When I was a little boy I usetl to walk along sometimes
and notice that I was stepping in my shadow. Every
time my foot came down it landed in the shadow. · I
used to try to step over the shadow, to reach beyond it.
I could not do so. I used to run and jump and see if
I could not get away from the shadow. I wou!d land
in . the shadow every time. After a while I noticed that
when I was walking in my shad,ow it was when I 1wd
my back to the sun, and if. I would face about .and wa.lk .
:toward the sun, the shadow would lie behind me. No
. matter how slowly I might go, they would never catch
up, even if I went at a snail's pace, every step was in the .
light of the sun.
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Since I have been a Christian sometimes I have walked
in the shadows. Every time my foot came down it landed
in the shadow, but after a while I noticed that
when, as a Christian, I was walking in the shadow, it was
w·hC'n I had my back turned to him who is called the
Son of Righteousness, and that if I would turn my face
to"·ar<l Jesus the shadow would lie behind me and if I
would :follow Jesus faithfully, it was like he said, "He
that :followeth me shall not walk in darkness."
· One day an old man came into a young people's pray•1r
meeting where the young folks were talking about their
r!Jliid'ous experiences;. Many o:f them did not seem to
be very pappy. For many, life s~emed rather gloomy . .
Thr , old man set in th r; hack of the room and listr!nf«l till
he P,Ould stand it no l{\nger , then stepping to th~ front
hr: mid, "My dear young friends, let me talk a J;ttlc.
I d9 not like the se gloomy experiences.
You do no ~
se(~m to be i1aving the joy, the light and sweetncs,- that a
Christian ought to have," and he said, "I am ;just back
from the mountains out yonder in the west, that Goel
piled up, 'those great old rockies like a stairway to tl1e
skies . · They pointed out to me the tallest mountain of
all, and said I should see the sun rise :from its summit.
One night I climbed up to the little half-way house, the
little hotel built way up there on the mountainside,
rested for a while, and then in company with a guide,
started on to the summit to see the sun rise . We had
not heen gone very long when a thick cloud gathered
round about us, the lightning flashed, the thunder roared,
the rain fell in torrents, and the darkness, thick as
~idnight, gathered round us, and I said to the guide,
'We had just as well go back, we cannot see the sun
rise on a morning like this,' but with a strong, cheery
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voice tha .t guiqe answered, 'Just follow me, we will come
out . .all right yet.' On through the darkness and tl1e
s.torm we . climbed, higher and still higher, till after a
~vhilr we got above the clouds, and we came out where
nothing intervened between us and the overarching olue
of heaven, from which the stars were looking down like
angel eyes, ~eeping watch over the sleeping world. We
climbed on to the summit and standing there we watched
the gl9rious ol~ sun as he came riding over the eastern
hilltops in his chariot .of gold, flooding the world with
light and be3:uty. We had gotten above the clouds.
Down yonder in the valley was the same old storm cloud,
with its .lig.htning flash and thunder roar and raindrops
!alling, bu,t we had gotten above the clouds. And
so, as we climb up toward the everlasting ·hills of God, if
clouds of sorrow gather round about us, and the raindrops of tears fall thick and fast in life's pathw:iy, just
listen to the voice of your guid e, Jesus, as he says, 'He
that follow eth me shall not walk in darkness, but shall
have the li ght ,of life.' '' And the old man's advice was
good. . If clouds of sorrow and darkne ss gather about
us,_let us climl;>a little closer toward God and heaven,
and the higher up toward God we r.limb, the fewer will
he the clouds that intervene between us and the loving
f;1ee of him who 1s called the Son of Righteousnes~, with
healing in his beams.:
So, Jesus must he the Savior of the soul from the del!th
wh,ich is the wage~ of sin, the deliverer of the soul from
tJ1e power of sin , the way of life for the human soul, and
the iight of that way, making life's pathway grow
brighter and brighter , even to the perfect day, till we
reach · 1·Jrnt land where there is no n<~edof the sun by day,
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nor the moon pynight, for the Lord God gives them light
and we !ihall dweil forever in the sunlight of his unending love.
,vhat may Je:;;w; Christ be to a human · soul? The half
has not yet been t<?ld, as to what Jesus may be to a
human soul, nor have I time to tell even the half of what
Ji:•sus Chnst may be. I wish I had time to speak of him
as the truth. You rem.ember he said, "I am. the truth "
He taught the truth, even his enemies said, "Never man
spake like this man."
He lived the truth.
Even the
· cold, critical Pilate, after three exatninations, had said,
"I find in him no fault at all." 'ls it not ' splendid to ·
know that in this world where there is ·so much of
falsehood and deceit, there is one who speaks the truth
and lives the truth, and says, '' Come to Die.''
I wish I had time to speak of Him as our great Prophet.
You know that Moses said, '' A prophet shall the Lord
your God raise up ~nto you from. among your brethren
like unto me, and every soul that will Iiot hear that
prophet shall be destroyed from. among the people.' ·'
And Jesus is that Prophet.
I wish I had time to speak of Him. as our Great High
Priest, who, with his own precious blood, entered heaven
itself, there obtained eternal redemption for our sins.
So much so that God says, "Their sins and their iniquities will I remember against them no more forever;'' ·,··
I wish I had time to speak of Him as the King of Kings,
the Lord of Gilory, the one bofore whom the angels who
accompanied him as he took his flight from . this earth,
and went to sit down at the right hand of God till every
foe should be brought in subjection to his sceptre of love,
sang, those angels , as they drew near to those gates ·
I
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below ;. . As the shepherd looked at this scene of beauty
and.loveliness; he said, "Oh, what a splendid pasture for
my sheep. I must get them up here somehow. And he
went down into the bosom of the flock and called them.
They knew his .voic .e and th_ey followed, followed up
the mountain as far as they had ever been and a little
further, but sheep are timid. They do not like to travel
over new roads, and so they stopped and w·ould not
follow any further . .. Then the shepherd went down below
and tried to drive them, but they would not go with him,
they ran round him, -and he said, "What shall I do? I
must get them there somehow . '' He went into the mids~
of the :flock and .there was . an old mother sheep there
that h,ad a little tender lamb just a few days old, and the
shepherd loved the little lamb, and he loved the mother
sheep . too. . Tend erly as a mother might take her babe
tp her bosom, he took that little lamb into his own loving
arms, .pressed it against his heart and started climbing up
the mountain. You know what that mother sheep did.
She kept right at his heels, and though the way was
rugged and .ste.ep, he ,climbed on and on until after a
while ,.he came oi;it into the little mountain va lle y and
set . the lamb down unharmerl in the rich tender grass,
beside the cool spa.rkling waters, and when he turned
round thei;e was the ·mother sheep, and there were all
the other sheep, too. I have seen that many a time. One
day our good shepherd Jesus left his little flock feeding
on the short grass and drinking the troubled waters of
this old ,yorld, and he climbed up the everlasting hills
of God .·till he came out into the sweet fields of Eden
where the flowers never fade, where the sparkling waters
of; the river of. lifo, clear as cr~'stal, flow out from under-
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neath the snow-white throne of God, where the tree of
life grows on either bank of the river, yielding its fruit
every month, and the leaves of the trees are for the healing of the nations, in that land of the unsettmg sun,
and as he looked over this scene of beauty and loveliness, he said , "Oh, what a splendid pasture for my sheep.
I must get them up here somehow," and he comes down
into the bosom of the flock and calls us and sometimes
we will not come, and then he seeb to drive us and we
will not be driven, and I have seen him come and take
into his arms a precious little babe, a darling little lamb,
a sweet little flower, sent to brighten the hearts and
make glad the lives in some home, and I have seen the
good shepherd as he bore this lamb away into the sweet
fields of Eden because he loved his sheep, and he loved
the little babe, and he knows that the ties of love
broken here on earth ar e welded to the throne of God
' up yond er, for he says, '' Where thy treasure is there
will thy heart be also." It was but the call of the good
shepherd as he sought to win our hearts from the things
of this earth and bind them with cords of love to the
treasures laid up above . It is not every time a little
babe . Sometime s it is a pure, loving wife . Sometimes
a brave, noble husband, but always in love and never in
anger, does he take our loved ones away. It is the call
of the good shepherd to set your hearts on things above.
Sometimes it is dear old mother, whose hair is white
with the snows of many winters, whose face is wrinkled,
and whose hands trembl e, and yet, there never was a
lover 's touch quite so tender, or a lover's kiss quite so
true as mother's, and the world never has seemed the
same since the Good Shepherd came and took mother
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Jway,and we sang, "Safe in the arms of Jesus, Safe ·on
his gentle breast.'' I doubt if there is a family · repre-'
sented here to which the Good She.pherd 's call has . not
come as he has taken away our treasures from earth, laid
them up in that heaven above which he ctSKS US to accept
~s the · gift ·of his love. ·
·
_., ,·.,·

